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The truth of the matter is you’re only as good as your 

support. Here at Real Vegas, we are forever grateful and 

appreciative of all the continued assistance! Without the 

contributing names listed here, this publication would be 

next to impossible. This special feature issue is dedicated 

to the 2022 Most Magnicent Men of Las Vegas and the 

2022 Leading Lawyers of Las Vegas. We are thankful to 

have the ongoing pleasure of getting to know and learning 

more about each and every one of these top-notch men 

and leading lawyers in our community, their respective 

businesses and prestigious law rms. Talk about some 

innovative leaders in our community! This issue is another 

result of our hard work, blood, sweat and tears! What we 

all do in contribution to each issue is truly a labor of love 

and from the bottom of our hearts, and we proudly thank 

every advertiser, writer, photographer, contributor in 

every way, shape, and form. Without you, we wouldn’t be 

able to tell the stories and provide rich content including 

current events and our historical Las Vegas stories to our 

readers. Relevant content is of the utmost important to us 

to provide real stories about locals and happenings in our 

community. Please feel free to submit any editorial pieces 

for consideration to: info@realvegasmagazine.com and 

please follow and like us on social media and visit our 

website: realvegasmagazine.com. We are looking forward 

to hosting many upcoming local community Real Vegas 

events in 2023, and we would love to have you join us! 

Please stay tuned for information on our upcoming events 

that are promoted and shared on social media.

THANK YOU all and we hope you enjoy reading Real Vegas 

as much as we enjoy putting it all together! 

***A special thank you to Michael W. Rogers Photography 

for capturing amazing cover images each issue!
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Eventually Oscar was able to help facilitate the deal for Zappos to 
come in and help revamp downtown. $350 million was 
committed to downtown real estate. Mr. Goodman had served 
full term as mayor in Las Vegas, which was when it was time to 
pass the torch to his lovely wife, in a never seen before spouse 
succeeding a spouse as mayor in the US. 

Mayor Carolyn was celebrated and welcomed as Mayor of Las 
Vegas when she commenced on her duties and priorities as 
mayor. Las Vegas ourished under the leadership of Mayor 
Carolyn Goodman, and she inspired support in our local 
community and encouraged locals of our incredible city to 
help advocate for the wonderful people of Las Vegas and 
make some signicant changes to benet Las Vegas, our 
local economy and countless other initiatives.

Mayor Carolyn helped to establish Meadows Prep 
school. She received the Distinguished Nevadan award 
from University of Nevada in 1989. According to 
LasVegasNevada.Gov, Carolyn “is a board member on 
the Las Vegas Convention and Visitors Authority. She also 
serves on the Las Vegas Global Economic Alliance 
(LVGEA), Las Vegas Events, the Southern Nevada Tourism 
Infrastructure Committee, the Regional Transportation 
Commission, the Transportation Safety Commission, and 
the Clark County Regional Flood Control District. She is 
chair of the Las Vegas Redevelopment Agency and 
serves on the UNLV Medicine Community Advisory Board; 
the Governor's Technical Advisory Committee for Clark 
County School District Reorganization; the Governor's 
Commission on Tourism; and the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA) Local Government Advisory 
Committee. She is a founding member of the UNLV 
School of Medicine Community Engagement Board.” 

family paved the path as a 

Oscar Goodman. Their legacy 

The positive affect this family has had on Las Vegas is 
insurmountable. A Magnicent Man such as Oscar 
Goodman paved the way for his woman who certainly 
wows, Carolyn. They are now some of the most 
inuential people to Vegas as we know it today and we 
are forever grateful for both their leadership and 
commitment! I am honored to have met with them both 
personally, having had the one-of-a-kind Real Vegas 
experience of sitting on their couch in their living room, 
talking to Mayor Carolyn Goodman and chopping up 
sports talk with the former Mayor, 

topic. 

has most denitely made their 

well-deserved Native Juice 

and hard work in our community 

mark and shows how their 

(Photos courtesy of Phillip Cox 
Real Vegas Magazine cover photo, courtesy of  
Michael W. Rogers Photography)

Statue sculpted by artist Brian Hanlon unveiled to honor 
former Las Vegas Mayor Oscar Goodman at the Historic 
Fifth Street School downtown on Tuesday, Nov. 15, 2022

Oscar started his own practice defending the likes of many well-
established Vegas mobsters. During his career as a criminal defense 
attorney, Goodman represented defendants accused of being 
some of the leading organized crime gures in Las Vegas, such as: 
Meyer Lansky, Nicky Scarfo, Herbert "Fat Herbie" Blitzstein, Phil 
Leonetti, former Stardust Casino boss Frank "Lefty" Rosenthal and 
many more.

T
he Goodman family arrived in Vegas in 1964. Our community 
has never been the same since. Caryolyn Goodman was 
originally from New York, and Oscar came with a law degree 

from University from Pennsylvania to work for the Clark County 
District Attorney. 

After his infamous career, Oscar decided he wanted to really 
imprint himself on Las Vegas, and he decided to run for mayor. 
Oscar was busy trying to see how he could help turn the Las Vegas 
downtown area into something more inviting like the Gaslamp 
District in San Diego. Mr. Goodman won his election against the 
odds and almost as soon as he started, he tried to get pro sports 
teams to come to our city too. However, his efforts were diffused 
by the casinos that preferred patrons stay in the casinos to 
gamble, overlooking the real value that professional sports 
teams would bring to the casinos. 

•The Las Vegas Lights professional soccer team 
established and playing at Cashman Field 

•Opening of the Homeless Courtyard Downtown 

•Opening of The Smith Center for the Performing Arts 

•Established the Downtown LOOP free shuttle 
service 
•Fremont Street alcohol and street performer 
ordinances adopted 

•Established Nevada Film Coalition which lobbied 
successfully for Nevada Film Tax Credit in 2013 

•Ordinances for food trucks adopted 
•Helped expand First Friday event and supported 
the growth of the 18b Arts District 
•Re-opened Fire Station 103 (Upland/Jones) 

•Opening of  Zappos Wor ld Headquarters 
Downtown 
•Opening of Container Park Downtown 

•Attained functional zero veterans’ homelessness 

•Opening a vast number of businesses in the City of 
Las Vegas 

•Opening of The Mob Museum 

•Opening of 3 Veterans Village facilities 

•Opening a vast number of small businesses in 
downtown 

•Opening of the new Las Vegas City Hall and 
Municipal  Parking Garage 

Mayor Carolyn has helped Vegas to achieve during 
her tenor as mayor: 

•Re-opening of F Street 

•Established regional Non-Prot Consortium 

•Implemented Crisis Response Team (Mental health 
rst responder unit) 

•Opened Fire Station 107 in Summerlin 

•Erected new Welcome to Las Vegas showgirl sign 

•Adoption of short-term rental regulations and 
enforcement procedures 

•Established the Department of Youth Development 
and Social Innovation at the City leading to: 
 
•New pre-school programs and mentorship 
programs 
•New Youth Employment Initiative employing 100 
students in Summer 2018 
•Establishment of marijuana business regulations 

•Adoption of strict pet shop ordinances with 
stringent provisions to shut out puppy mills 
•Pedestrian Bridge erected from Main Street to Smith 
Center 

•Downtown Streetscape Improvement Project   
completed to expand sidewalks, plant trees, install 
signs 

All these incredible achievements and more shows 
how Mayor Carolyn has truly impacted our local 
community. She is the REAL deal!

•Added new City Marshals to increase public safety 
•Opened All American Park in the Northwest

By Candice Wiener 

Legacy Goodness with 
the Goodman Family
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RVM: What entree/ dessert would you bring to a work holiday 

party?  

CVV: Usually, if I'm not cooking the meal at someone's house, 
most likely I am "asked" to bring some trays of "Sinful Subs" from 
SinfulSubs.com.

CVV: Funny to say, we never have "Christmas dinner". We have 
Christmas breakfast, but we are so full from the classic Italian 7 
shes the night before on Christmas Eve, it's all about the gifts 
and the breakfast with some good leftovers on Christmas Day. 
The "Christmas Eve Italian 7 shes" is the Italian version of 7 of 
your favorite shellsh dishes with a few other classic Italian 
seafood items in between. It's such a big feast where there isn't 
anybody cooking but pancakes, eggs and all the breakfast 
goods on the day of Christmas.

CVV: It used to be the traditional Italian- --meaning the classic 
American Thanksgiving with the lasagna on the side. But now 
half the table does not want turkey and is anti-turkey. So, we 
keep all the classic sides, but the main attraction is good old 
classic "prime rib". And of course, we start the meal off with my 
mother's yellow onion soup with homemade croutons.

RVM: What is your favorite holiday side dish?

RVM: Eggnog or hot chocolate? 

CVV: Hot chocolate all year, but a good solid week in 
December, I will go for the nog. Plus, there's nothing like eggnog 
bread pudding.

RVM: What's your go to Thanksgiving dinner meal look like?

CVV: Denitely the homemade stufng/dressing. Because there 
are no 2 alike and the 1, we have is almost "holy" - from my 
grandmother's hands to our stomachs! It's some of the greatest 
stufng on this earth.

RVM: And for Christmas dinner?

CVV: Disposable pans people! Disposable pans! You will not 
regret it, lol - (Nothing like cleaning after a turkey coma)!

RVM: What are necessary kitchen tools for the holidays?

CVV: A good carving knife because everyone usually has the 
basic essentials but the nicer you can slice that protein, the 
better it's going to be for the entire meal.

RVM: What's the first thing you purchase when preparing for a 

big holiday dinner?

CVV: We would have to have some caviar and champagne to 
further discuss this. Simply because we'd be tasting caviars and 
champagne that we'd be serving that night in addition to all the 
beautiful lobster, seafood, and dry aged meats. It's New Year's my 
friends! And we are Real Vegas people, so we have to show 
everyone else who we are! #VegasStrong

RVM: If you're preparing a NYE meal for guests at your home, 

what would the menu look like?

RVM: What makes food so important to you?

CVV: I have a 100+ answers to this, as food is my life, but I will simply 
that food is the 1 thing we all have in common that can bring most 
people together… and I'm grateful for being heavily vested in that.

RVM: What do you do with your holiday leftovers? 

CVV: I'd say a good 2 days of eating it… Putting it on bread, 
dipping it in gravy, maybe making a soup. But denitely a good 2 
days of simply "eating it".

RVM: What's your least favorite holiday foods?

CVV: Denitely the "no turkey", nontraditional Thanksgiving that 
people are doing. Especially many of the local chefs doing 
amazing, twisted meals that are not Thanksgiving-ish that still fullls 
the Thanksgiving palette.

CVV: That is a tough one… Ok, my least favorite holiday foods 
are.....   "pass" lol!

RVM: What do you expect to be the biggest culinary trends for 

this holiday season?

RVM: Most underrated seasoning in the kitchen? 

CVV: Granulated garlic! Many people think garlic powder is where 
it's at. Please toss your garlic powder and get yourself some 
granulated garlic today!

RVM: Best cooking tip for the holidays? 

RVM: If you could have any other chef help you make the perfect 

holiday dinner who would it be? 

CVV: Start prepping 2 days before and try to clean as soon as you 
can! Besides doing all the cooking and getting all our restaurant 
customers ready thanks to Nicholas and Company Food 
Distributors, my suggestion would be the same, be sure to order 
from the awesome Nicholas and Company in advance to prepare 
for your holiday prepping and cooking with the highest quality of 
foods that they bring from the truck to the table! 

CVV: I know a lot of the known chefs out there and love many, but 
I'm going to say "Gordon", lol. Would have to have Ramsey over at 
the house. He would have a good time! Plus, I don't think they 
would hear his yelling over the yelling in my house especially when 
the elders join us.
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he smell of the heat turning on, the re burning, a hot cup of 

Tcoffee in the morning, smell of pine needles, all nestled in with a 
comfy blanket on the couch, thick socks, the building 

excitement of the change of weather, and with the holidays right 
around the corner; we have something to look forward to. The fall & 
winter seasons in Las Vegas are unbeatable in my opinion. It's with 
great honor and joy, I am pleased to announce that I joined the Real 
Vegas team earlier this year! I've learned so much about the power 
of print, the importance of a solid network, and most importantly, that 
family goes much further than blood. Real Vegas has shown me how 
a quality integration of genuine people together in our local 
community can really change so much. 

Reading through all the nominations this issue made my heart so full. 
The impact these special people have on the Las Vegas community 
is insurmountable, and I am so glad to be on this winning team! I grew 
up in the magazine business, watching my family throw events and 
even huge expos, but what we are cultivating at Real Vegas 
Magazine is extremely special. The content of this magazine brings 
the community together by showcasing the people who make a real 
difference, and for the right reasons! Once you start to develop and 
grow both personally and professionally, you begin to heal yourself, 
help heal your family, friends, community, and this is what ultimately 
changes the world. One real relationship at a time. A heartfelt thank 
you to all the people who've helped make this year 1 that I personally 
will never forget. I am eager and excited about my future with this 
avant-garde publication and looking forward to connecting with so 
many great people in our Vegas community!

join us at 1 of or more of our amazing upcoming events we have in 

In this issue we are featuring the Most Magnicent Men and the 
Leading Lawyers of Las Vegas. When I was 12 years old, I joined the 
Clark County Bar Association's Trial by Peers Program. I spent an entire 
summer learning how to litigate, and took an age appropriated 
mock bar exam. Soon after, I started defending cases for juveniles 
who committed rst time misdemeanor offences. This program was 
paramount to my development, helping me to develop a strong 
level of condence, wonderful and interpersonal public speaking 
skills. This is one of the main reasons I am thrilled to be coming on 
board for this issue, which is our Leading Lawyers in conjunction with 
Most Magnicent Men of Las Vegas special feature issue. 

Please be sure to follow us on social media: @realvegasmagazine and 

store for 2023! Wishing everyone love, light & prosperity for 
an incredible 2023!

I've been blessed to experience real and quality connections of my 
own and the people around me. I've been fortunate to connect with 
people who provide so much value and support in my life within our 
Real Vegas tribe. Being able to see our local community come 
together has been so inspiring.

Real Vegas is Turning up 
the Heat this Winter Season 

Account Executive and Marketing Coordinator 

Introducing and Welcoming Our Newest Celebrated Team Member
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Meet the Lovely 

RRaacchheell  HHoorrttoonn

I love to laugh and smile! Makes life fun.

BRB: One of the many traits I love about you is that you're 

so positive thinking, straight forward with a superb sense 
of humor. How's that for buttering you up? Hahaha!

RACHEL: Well, I must say you're doing a great job so far! 

 remember the very rst time I met the stunning Rachel 

IHorton. 10 years ago, she walked into this party I was 
attending and she immediately lit up the room. Classy, 

beautiful, funny, and engaging. I said to myself “I have to 
know this woman.” Of course, we bonded on the spot. 
Her husband Dallas Horton is a pillar of the legal 
community. Rachel also plays an essential role in the 
success of their law rm G. Dallas Horton & Associates. 
Besides Dallas being one of the top successful personal 
injury attorneys in town, he along with Rachel, spend 
much of their free time giving back to the local 
community. They're involved in many charity events as 
well as hosting numerous fundraisers for countless 
politicians and judges. The Horton “Dynamic Duo” also 
has a denitive pulse on the social scene here in Las 
Vegas. There's no objecting to that fact. But besides all of 
this they have 4 beautiful daughters between them from 
previous marriages, as well as a niece daughter, who 
they love, adore and support 100%. 

BRB: Well, what can I say? I know you so well. I don't know 

what to ask you rst.

RACHEL: Hmmm. OK. Well did I ever tell you I have 9 siblings? 

BRB: Ok. Family is always good. I'm determined to nd out 

something new.

RACHEL:  That could be tough! So much to talk about! Let's 

talk about family.

BRB: That's awesome. I love your sister Tisa. She has such 

a superlative sense of humor.

RACHEL:  Yes, she does. My dad had a great sense of 

humor. We were taught if you're not laughing at life, 
then you're not living it right. Laughter has always been a 
huge part of us. 

BRB:  He most denitely is. In addition to this I know you 

have also been involved in the healthcare industry. Tell 
me about that.

RACHEL: 1 of my sisters has a rare disease and is disabled. 

In caring for her, I realized the importance of home 
healthcare and the difculty families have in getting info 
on how to obtain home healthcare. Most importantly I 
learned how important home healthcare is for both the 
patient and the family caring for the patient. 

BRB: You also contribute and have a key role in the 

success of your husband's law rm. G. Dallas Horton & 
Associates.

RACHEL:  Fortunately, Dallas has attained many 

multimillion-dollar settlements and verdicts. So, he is very 
easy for me to sell! He's so good at what he does! 

RACHEL: It's so simple really. We love each other very 

much. But most importantly we have a great deal of 
respect for our relationship and our family. 

RACHEL: Jamaica is so special to us! It is a magical place! 

We have been every year since we started dating 
(except during the pandemic). We even renewed our 
vows there! So, celebrating our 5-year anniversary in 
Jamaica was a must!  

BRB: I adore true Vegas locals. Most of them are down to 

Earth, genuine, cool and kick back.

RACHEL: Oh my. Thank you so much. That's so sweet. 

Dallas and I were very lucky when we met. We met as 
friends and became best friends and fell in love! I love 
being married to my best friend. 

RACHEL: We had to be. Vegas was run by the mob. 

Hahaha!

BRB: Good God!!! 9? I knew you had a lot. Didn't know it 

was 9.  You are truly a Real Vegas local. Your family has a 
lot of history here. By the way, see what I just did there? 
“REAL VEGAS”. Hahaha!

BRB: I've known Dallas for ages. I've never seen him 

happier than he is since meeting you. 

RACHEL: Haha! That was very good. That's me. “REAL 

VEGAS” born and raised! My parents came to Las Vegas in 
the 60's on their honeymoon and settled here. My dad was 
a bartender at the Stardust until he passed away in 1997. 
My mom stayed home and raised us until she acquired her 
teaching degree from UNLV and taught high school 
English. 

BRB: Oh my God. That's true. The good old days. Hahaha! 

You and Dallas have such a close, intimate, amazing 
relationship. What's your secret?

BRB: Awwwwe! I know you both love to travel as well. 

You just got back recently from Jamaica for your 
anniversary. How was that trip?

BRB: Oh my God. Hahaha!!  Blondes do have more fun.

RACHEL: Chanel!

BRB: I remember 1 time you had my Hermes belt buckle 

in your purse. That wasn't boring. Hahaha!
RACHEL: Yes. Guarding it with my life. Hahaha!

BRB: That's my favorite Channel on TV. Hahaha. Best 

local Vegas hangout?
RACHEL: Charlies Lakeside.

RACHEL: Dallas! The best husband I ever had! Hahaha! 
(Dallas is my second husband) 

BRB: Who is your favorite designer?

BRB: What's in your purse right now?
RACHEL: Credit cards, driver's license and lipstick. Boring, I 
know lol.

BRB: Who's your favorite husband? Hahaha!

RACHEL: We always have a good time! We have the 
same sense of humor, and you make me laugh! 

BRB: Good Gawd!! I concur. Right back at you darling!!!
 

BRB: I thank you again so much for guarding that. 

Hahaha. You are absolutely amazing. Always a blast 
and never a dull moment hanging out with you.

RACHEL: Pride is an understatement. The oldest just gave 

us our 1st grandbaby. Our 2nd oldest just graduated 
with honors from TCU. We expect great things for the 
next 2 as well. They are all on their way to greatness. 
Our youngest is a senior in high school and our middle 
daughter has her own skin care line!   

BRB: What's your favorite color?
RACHEL: L'Oreal 9G

BRB: Ok. My favorite part. Rapid re question time.

BRB: Laughter is the key to life. I wish I would have 

known your dad. He sounds like he was a wise man. So, 
what gets you out of bed in the morning? What's your 
passions and drives you each day?

RACHEL: My family 100%!

BRB: You have a magnicent family. Between you and 

Dallas, you have some extraordinary daughters. I know 
you both are very proud of all of them. 

RACHEL: Ok. I'm ready for the rapid re. Shoot.

Casual Conversation with Brian Ross Burnham 
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Meet the Lovely 

RRaacchheell  HHoorrttoonn

I love to laugh and smile! Makes life fun.

BRB: One of the many traits I love about you is that you're 

so positive thinking, straight forward with a superb sense 
of humor. How's that for buttering you up? Hahaha!

RACHEL: Well, I must say you're doing a great job so far! 

 remember the very rst time I met the stunning Rachel 

IHorton. 10 years ago, she walked into this party I was 
attending and she immediately lit up the room. Classy, 

beautiful, funny, and engaging. I said to myself “I have to 
know this woman.” Of course, we bonded on the spot. 
Her husband Dallas Horton is a pillar of the legal 
community. Rachel also plays an essential role in the 
success of their law rm G. Dallas Horton & Associates. 
Besides Dallas being one of the top successful personal 
injury attorneys in town, he along with Rachel, spend 
much of their free time giving back to the local 
community. They're involved in many charity events as 
well as hosting numerous fundraisers for countless 
politicians and judges. The Horton “Dynamic Duo” also 
has a denitive pulse on the social scene here in Las 
Vegas. There's no objecting to that fact. But besides all of 
this they have 4 beautiful daughters between them from 
previous marriages, as well as a niece daughter, who 
they love, adore and support 100%. 

BRB: Well, what can I say? I know you so well. I don't know 

what to ask you rst.

RACHEL: Hmmm. OK. Well did I ever tell you I have 9 siblings? 

BRB: Ok. Family is always good. I'm determined to nd out 

something new.

RACHEL:  That could be tough! So much to talk about! Let's 

talk about family.

BRB: That's awesome. I love your sister Tisa. She has such 

a superlative sense of humor.

RACHEL:  Yes, she does. My dad had a great sense of 

humor. We were taught if you're not laughing at life, 
then you're not living it right. Laughter has always been a 
huge part of us. 

BRB:  He most denitely is. In addition to this I know you 

have also been involved in the healthcare industry. Tell 
me about that.

RACHEL: 1 of my sisters has a rare disease and is disabled. 

In caring for her, I realized the importance of home 
healthcare and the difculty families have in getting info 
on how to obtain home healthcare. Most importantly I 
learned how important home healthcare is for both the 
patient and the family caring for the patient. 

BRB: You also contribute and have a key role in the 

success of your husband's law rm. G. Dallas Horton & 
Associates.

RACHEL:  Fortunately, Dallas has attained many 

multimillion-dollar settlements and verdicts. So, he is very 
easy for me to sell! He's so good at what he does! 

RACHEL: It's so simple really. We love each other very 

much. But most importantly we have a great deal of 
respect for our relationship and our family. 

RACHEL: Jamaica is so special to us! It is a magical place! 

We have been every year since we started dating 
(except during the pandemic). We even renewed our 
vows there! So, celebrating our 5-year anniversary in 
Jamaica was a must!  

BRB: I adore true Vegas locals. Most of them are down to 

Earth, genuine, cool and kick back.

RACHEL: Oh my. Thank you so much. That's so sweet. 

Dallas and I were very lucky when we met. We met as 
friends and became best friends and fell in love! I love 
being married to my best friend. 

RACHEL: We had to be. Vegas was run by the mob. 

Hahaha!

BRB: Good God!!! 9? I knew you had a lot. Didn't know it 

was 9.  You are truly a Real Vegas local. Your family has a 
lot of history here. By the way, see what I just did there? 
“REAL VEGAS”. Hahaha!

BRB: I've known Dallas for ages. I've never seen him 

happier than he is since meeting you. 

RACHEL: Haha! That was very good. That's me. “REAL 

VEGAS” born and raised! My parents came to Las Vegas in 
the 60's on their honeymoon and settled here. My dad was 
a bartender at the Stardust until he passed away in 1997. 
My mom stayed home and raised us until she acquired her 
teaching degree from UNLV and taught high school 
English. 

BRB: Oh my God. That's true. The good old days. Hahaha! 

You and Dallas have such a close, intimate, amazing 
relationship. What's your secret?

BRB: Awwwwe! I know you both love to travel as well. 

You just got back recently from Jamaica for your 
anniversary. How was that trip?

BRB: Oh my God. Hahaha!!  Blondes do have more fun.

RACHEL: Chanel!

BRB: I remember 1 time you had my Hermes belt buckle 

in your purse. That wasn't boring. Hahaha!
RACHEL: Yes. Guarding it with my life. Hahaha!

BRB: That's my favorite Channel on TV. Hahaha. Best 

local Vegas hangout?
RACHEL: Charlies Lakeside.

RACHEL: Dallas! The best husband I ever had! Hahaha! 
(Dallas is my second husband) 

BRB: Who is your favorite designer?

BRB: What's in your purse right now?
RACHEL: Credit cards, driver's license and lipstick. Boring, I 
know lol.

BRB: Who's your favorite husband? Hahaha!

RACHEL: We always have a good time! We have the 
same sense of humor, and you make me laugh! 

BRB: Good Gawd!! I concur. Right back at you darling!!!
 

BRB: I thank you again so much for guarding that. 

Hahaha. You are absolutely amazing. Always a blast 
and never a dull moment hanging out with you.

RACHEL: Pride is an understatement. The oldest just gave 

us our 1st grandbaby. Our 2nd oldest just graduated 
with honors from TCU. We expect great things for the 
next 2 as well. They are all on their way to greatness. 
Our youngest is a senior in high school and our middle 
daughter has her own skin care line!   

BRB: What's your favorite color?
RACHEL: L'Oreal 9G

BRB: Ok. My favorite part. Rapid re question time.

BRB: Laughter is the key to life. I wish I would have 

known your dad. He sounds like he was a wise man. So, 
what gets you out of bed in the morning? What's your 
passions and drives you each day?

RACHEL: My family 100%!

BRB: You have a magnicent family. Between you and 

Dallas, you have some extraordinary daughters. I know 
you both are very proud of all of them. 

RACHEL: Ok. I'm ready for the rapid re. Shoot.
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At BellaLuxe, we strive to offer you the most comprehensive treatment 

options. Continuing education is one of the values here at BellaLuxe. We 

believe that thorough research and advanced training; we can offer the 

most effective and state of the art treatments. Wherever you are in your 

health journey, we are here to help.

BellaLuxe offers the latest in anti-aging and wellness delivering a 

compassionate approach in a friendly, professional environment. BellaLuxe's 

philosophy is to help every guest Look good, feel good and be your best self.

Gift Cards are also available!

Visit us online:   bellaluxemedspa.com

702.202.0717
1081 S Cimarron Rd, B-5     Las Vegas, NV 89145

Tox at BellaLuxe

Kybella

BellaLuxe PRP Luxurious Lift

BellaLuxe Chemical Peel

BellaLuxe Signature Facial

PDO Thread Lifting

FACE

BellaLuxe Collagen Induction Therapy

Dermal Fillers

BellaLuxe Dermaplaning

Hormone Replacement

WELLNESS

SEXUAL HEALTH
PRP Injections

Weight Loss

Amanda Aydin APRN, CEO



Operation H.O.P.E. exists to provide help to 
populations that are typically forgotten by society. 
After pandemic-related closure of our clinics, we 
are finally set to re-open as an outdoor clinic for the 
homeless. We are currently looking for healthcare 
professionals and non-healthcare volunteers to 
assist our homeless friends with not just medical 
assistance but also with wrap-around social services 
such as birth certificate/ID retrieval, bus passes, food, 
clothing, counseling, mentorship, employment and 

housing assistance.

RESTORING DIGNITY AND EMPOWERING 
PEOPLE TO REBUILD THEIR LIVES

“To provide “no cost” medical care 
for the homeless.  Each HOPE patient 
must agree to “pay it forward” with 

acts of kindness to others in the 
community.

FOR DONATIONS PLEASE VISIT: WWW.OPERATIONHOPEINC.COM

WE ARE A VOLUNTEER-RUN ORGANIZATION 100% OF YOUR 
DONATIONS WILL GO DIRECTLY TO THOSE WE SERVE.

THE HOPE CLINIC’S MISSION IS:  

DONATIONS WELCOME!

• STUDENTS EARN CREDITS.
• PROFESSIONALS, LEND YOUR SERVICES.
• GET INVOLVED IN COMMUNITY 

OUTREACH TODAY.

CONTACT: ELLIOT@OPERATIONHOPEINC.COM  
702.829.8491
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FIRM SCULPT AESTHETICS
Meet the Executive Director and Gentleman Behind the Brand, Sebastian Cruz

Sebastian Cruz was born and 
raised in Mexico City, Mexico, 
and immigrated to Las Ve-

gas in 2017. His mother was a single 
mother of 2 children and always told 
and inspired him to dream big and 
high. Throughout his life, he has cul-

tivated inspiration from his surround-
ings and experiences. From having 
his first child at the young age of 17 
and immigrating to the US, all these 
accomplishments have shaped Se-
bastian and prepare him for the next 
phase of his life.

“I’ve learned that your surroundings 
don’t dictate your outcome. De-
termination, patience, and will are 
what determine your outcome.”, 
says Sebastian.



He adds, “Leaving a legacy for my 
child and family is what inspires me. 
I aspire to be as full of life and hope 
as my mother, who is the rock upon 
which my hope and will are built. I 
believe in business; the highest cour-
age is to dare to be yourself in the 
face of adversity. Choosing right 
over wrong, ethics over conve-
nience, and truth over popularity. 
These are the choices that mea-
sured my life. Traveling the path of 
integrity without looking back, for 
there will never be a wrong time to 
do the right thing for all your clients.”
For Sebastian’s next phase, determi-
nation and patience have led him 
to be a co-creator, and the Execu-
tive Director of Firm sculpt Aesthetic 
awake liposuction, fat transfer and 
skincare brand, specializing in ad-
vanced FDA approval technology 
and customized treatments with 
top-rated brands in the beauty in-
dustry like InMode technologies, 
including the HydraFacial, Zo skin 
health, the Skin pen and more.

Their mission and vision are simply 
to deliver the highest and best re-
sults that last forever. Firm Sculpt was 
founded on believing that results 
matter for any woman and man. In 
fact, in the world of aesthetics, it’s 
the only thing that matters because 
that is what patients are looking for 
and deserve as the end goal results, 
they want to achieve! Patients who 
are looking for a truly rejuvenated 
and custom experience can find ex-
actly that at Firm Sculpt Aesthetics.

Their approach to meaningful con-
sultations and skin assessments en-
sures that each patient is given a 
personalized recommendations 
based on individual skin concerns 
and goals and presents a lasting 
commitment to your body. Firm 
Sculpt Aesthetics believes that con-
fidence is sexy, and they aim to help 
you achieve the highest levels of 
confidence, ultimately resulting in 
feeling sexy and empowered in your 
everyday lives! Their services are de-

signed to provide the best results, 
giving patients the ultimate satisfac-
tion. 

Sebastian continues, “In the past, 
skincare for men was a virtually non-
existent and taboo subject. There 
were not many products or services 
that have been marketed toward 
men. As a result, many men have 
not taken good care of their skin, 
specifically their face. However, 
I’ve benefited from having a good 
skincare routine including regular 
appointments with an esthetician. 
More now than ever, we are focus-
ing on self-care. For men, that self-
care regimen should also include a 
skincare routine. 

Our overall goals are to help both 
women and men meet their skin-
care and aesthetic desires. We strive 
to help both men and women look 
and feel their best and most-confi-
dent selves.”

Visit them online or call their office to schedule an appointment today!

702.202.3134

FIRMSCCULPTAESTHETICS.COM

6094 S. Sandhill Rd. Las Vegas, 
NV 89120



Winter 
Must Haves in Las Vegas  

as Vegas is located in the heart of the Mojave Desert.  Because of this, the summers are scorching hot. The 2022 

cooler weather. I speak for myself when I say that winter fashion allows for layered looks and much more options. 
There are key essentials that every man needs in his wardrobe to accommodate for the fall season (especially when 

traveling to colder climates). Some of those essentials happen to be some of the current trends we are seeing for 
2022-2023 Winter Menswear.

Turtlenecks were typically worn by knights who needed the high necks 
to prevent rashes and chang from their chainmail and helmets. As time 
progressed mostly laborers, athletes and seamen wore them. The main 
reason was because of the convenience of the built-in scarf-like 
protection and still for work purposes. Turtlenecks have made a huge 
comeback and have been trending for several seasons. They are 
elegant and when worn correctly they can elevate any casual look. 
Turtlenecks as a trend are seen most with formalwear, suits and sport 
coats.

The rst introduction of the tracksuit properly began with French 
company Le Coq Sportif's development of the 'Sunday suit' in 1939. 
Fast forward to 1967 and a suit was designed to be worn on the track. 
Viewed as a very practical outt. It was ADIDAS's rst interest in 
clothing and was a collaboration design with German footballer Franz 
Beckenbauser. Today, tracksuits can be seen everywhere and worn 
by everyone. Wearing a tracksuit is effortless and designers like GUCCI 
and FENDI have set the precedent for exuberant fabrics and designs 
that make them coveted by luxury consumers. 

If you have any fashion questions you'd like to submit for Ricci 
to answer in an upcoming issue, please email him: 
ricci@realvegasmagazine.com

The Pea Coat:

The iconic varsity jacket can be traced all the way back to 
Harvard University in the year 1865. Harvard's baseball team at 
the time was the rst known group of students to sew large old 
English “H” patches onto their uniforms. The uniform was a gray 
annel pullover. The embroidered “H” was sewn right onto the 
center of the sweaters. Soon to be known as “letterman 
sweaters.” Cardigans then gained traction. And, by 1930, the 
Varsity Letterman jacket we know today was born. We are 
currently seeing luxury fashion houses like Dolce&Gabbana, 
GIVENCHY, Louis Vuitton, and VERSACE, all with their own versions 
of the letterman jacket. The common denominator would be 
several different types of patches, bold branding, pops of color, 
and embossed sleeves.

The Varsity Jacket:

Turtlenecks:

Track Suit:

       @maceooshirts & @riccijlopez

Be sure to follow Maceoo & Mr. Real Vegas Ricci on 
social media:

By Ricci J Lopez

Ricci J Lopez
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L summer season saw record-breaking heat waves that lasted much longer than “normal.” Locals are desperate for 

The Pea coat has been around since the 1800s and was adopted by The
Royal Netherlands Navy and was popularized by the US military. The coat 
was needed to withstand the harsh weather conditions while at sea. Fast-
forward to Fall/Winter 2022 and the Pea coat continues to pop up in 
today's mainstream fashion and has been seen on the runways of many 
fashion houses for Fall “22. A vast array of colors with bold and wide 
shoulders are trending so don't be afraid of the light blue, royal blue, and 
pink pea coats. 



Winter 
Must Haves in Las Vegas  

as Vegas is located in the heart of the Mojave Desert.  Because of this, the summers are scorching hot. The 2022 Lsummer season saw record-breaking heat waves that lasted much longer than “normal.” Locals are desperate for 
cooler weather. I speak for myself when I say that winter fashion allows for layered looks and much more options. 

There are key essentials that every man needs in his wardrobe to accommodate for the fall season (especially when 
traveling to colder climates). Some of those essentials happen to be some of the current trends we are seeing for 

2022-2023 Winter Menswear.

The Pea coat has been with since the 1800s and was adopted but The 
Royal Netherlands Navy and was popularized by the US military. The coat 
was needed to withstand the harsh weather conditions while at sea. Fast-
forward to Fall/Winter 2022 and the Pea coat continues to pop up in 
today's mainstream fashion and has been seen on the runways of many 
fashion houses for Fall “22. A vast array of colors with bold and wide 
shoulders are trending so don't be afraid of the light blue, royal blue, and 
pink pea coats. 

Turtlenecks were typically worn by knights who needed the high necks 
to prevent rashes and chang from their chainmail and helmets. As time 
progressed mostly laborers, athletes and seamen wore them. The main 
reason was because of the convenience of the built-in scarf-like 
protection and still for work purposes. Turtlenecks have made a huge 
comeback and have been trending for several seasons. They are 
elegant and when worn correctly they can elevate any casual look. 
Turtlenecks as a trend are seen most with formalwear, suits and sport 
coats.

The rst introduction of the tracksuit properly began with French 
company Le Coq Sportif's development of the 'Sunday suit' in 1939. 
Fast forward to 1967 and a suit was designed to be worn on the track. 
Viewed as a very practical outt. It was ADIDAS's rst interest in 
clothing and was a collaboration design with German footballer Franz 
Beckenbauser. Today, tracksuits can be seen everywhere and worn 
by everyone. Wearing a tracksuit is effortless and designers like GUCCI 
and FENDI have set the precedent for exuberant fabrics and designs 
that make them coveted by luxury consumers. 

If you have any fashion questions you'd like to submit for Ricci 
to answer in an upcoming issue, please email him: 
ricci@realvegasmagazine.com

The Pea Coat:

The iconic varsity jacket can be traced all the way back to 
Harvard University in the year 1865. Harvard's baseball team at 
the time was the rst known group of students to sew large old 
English “H” patches onto their uniforms. The uniform was a gray 
annel pullover. The embroidered “H” was sewn right onto the 
center of the sweaters. Soon to be known as “letterman 
sweaters.” Cardigans then gained traction. And, by 1930, the 
Varsity Letterman jacket we know today was born. We are 
currently seeing luxury fashion houses like Dolce&Gabbana, 
GIVENCHY, Louis Vuitton, and VERSACE, all with their own versions 
of the letterman jacket. The common denominator would be 
several different types of patches, bold branding, pops of color, 
and embossed sleeves.

The Varsity Jacket:

Turtlenecks:

Track Suit:

       @maceooshirts & @riccijlopez

Be sure to follow Maceoo & Mr. Real Vegas Ricci on 
social media:

By Ricci J Lopez
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Join us as we acknowledge our local Leading Lawyers as they continue to interpret the law through actions and 
words for the protection of us as individuals, business entities and other legal matters after the word business.

You can nominate your favorite at

REALVEGASMAGAZINE.COM/NOMINATE

2 0 2 2

O F  L A S  V E G A S

Leading Lawyers

Scan QR to Nominate



Adam Breeden
Adam Kutner
Adam Muslusky
Adam Vander Heyden
Adam Wax
AJ Kung
Al Lasso
Alexis Brown
Alicia Ashcraft 
Allen Cap
Amanda  Litt
Amanda Connor
Amanda Laub
Amit Ben Moshe
Amy Sances
Andre Lagomarsino
Anthony Paglia
April Bonifatto
Arezou Piroozi
Ash Watkins
Aviva Gordon
Ayesha Mehdi
Ben Bingham
Benjamin Cloward
Bill Curran
Bobby Misko
Boyd Moss 
Bradley Mainor
Bradley Meyers
Brandi Cassady
Brett Carter
Brian Steinberg
Brian Vasek
Carol Hay
Chad Golightly
Chandon Alexander
Charles Lybarger
Christian Gabroy
Christian Griffin
Corey Eschweiler
Craig Drummond
Craig Kenny
Dale Hayes Jr.
Dallas Horton
Danielle Liss
David Chesnoff
David Jacks
David Menocal
David Roger

Dawn Cica
Dean Patti
Dennis Prince
Derek Connor
Dina Ladah
Donald Kudler
Ed Prudhomme
Edward Bernstein
Eric Blank
Eric Marshall
Eric Roy
Frank Sorrentino 
G. Mark Albright
Gabriel Martinez
George Bochanis
Gina Bongiovi
Gina Corena
Glen Lerner 
Gregg Hubley
Heather Harris
Hunter Sidell
Husna Alikhan
Ilona Szymkowicz
Iśrael Ishi Kunin
Jack Buchanan
Jacob Leavitt
Jacqueline Bretell
Jakub Medrala
James Pisanelli 
Jason Close
Jason Stoffel
Jason Weiner
Jeffrey Barr
Jennifer Braster
Jessica Friedman
Jim Jimmerson
John Bertoldo
John Lambertsen
John Michaelson
John Moran Jr.
John Moran, III 
John Mowbray
John Naylor
John O’Reilly
John Watkins
Jordan Schnitzer
Joseph Benson
Joseph Garin
Joseph Maridon Jr.

Joseph Wirth
Julie Raye
Justin Watkins
K. Ryan Helmick
Kari Hanratty
Keith Galliher, Jr.
Keith Routsong
Kevin Brenner
Kevin Hanratty
Kevin Rowe
Kimball Jones
Kristin Cogburn
Kristina Wildeveld
Kyle Morishita
Lawrence Hill
Lawrence Ruiz
Lawrence Smith
Leah Martin
Leila Hale
Leon Mead II
Lindsay Cullen
Louis Palazzo
Malcolm LaVergne
Mandy McKellar
Marc Randazza
Marc Saggese
Marcus Berg 
Margo Chernysheva
Mark Bourassa 
Mark Henness 
Mark Hutchings
Mark Hutchison
Matthew Hoffman
Matthew Johnson
Meesha Moulton
Michael Balaban
Michael Gowdey
Michael Haight
Michael McAvoy Amaya
Michael Kane
Michael Lee
Michael Pariente
Michael Stein
Michael Troiano
Michele LoBello
Mike Nguyen
Mitchell Resnick
Nadin Cutter
Nedda Ghandi

Nicholas Wooldridge
Nick Pomponio
Pat Lundvall
Patricia Lee
Patrick Kang
Paul Powell
Peter Mazzeo
Philip Silvestri
Phillip Aurbach 
Puonyarat Premsrirut
Qumars Behzadi
Ramzy Ladah
Rena McDonald
Reza Athari 
Richard Cunningham
Richard Harris
Richard Holley
Robert Cardenas
Robert Cottle
Robert Draskovich
Robert Hill 
Robert Schumacher
Robert Sidell
Robert Walsh
Roger Croteau
Sam Mirejovsky 
Sam Ryan Heidari
Sandy Van
Shane Jasmine Young
Shauna Hill
Shelley Krohn
Shemilly Briscoe
Sigal Chattah
Soraya  Aguirre
Stacy Rocheleau
Steve Dimopoulos
Steven Baker
Steven Parke
Tara Clark Newberry
Terry Coffing
Theodore Parker III
Tim Elson
Tim Riley
Timothy Revero
Tony Sgro 
Tracy Gallegos
Travis Buchanan
William Devine II
William Stoddard 

"The List"
2 0 2 2

O F  L A S  V E G A S

Leading Lawyers



We realized few lawyers were not conicted out of 
representation, willing to work for discounted rates or on 
a pro bono basis, and not intimidated to take on the 
powerhouse law rm we were facing. I knew there had 
to be competent representation out there who would 
see the injustice and take on this complicated case. 

hen I think of a solid and genuine hearted man 

Win our local community, right away I think of 
Michael Stein. I rst met Michael Stein around 

10 years ago as I was helping a family member navigate 
through some hard-pressed family legal woes. 

My family member was married to a prominent CEO in 
town with strong connections in the Las Vegas legal 
community and well versed on gaming the legal system 
by obtaining consultations with the top family law 
practitioners to create a conict of interest with them all. 
We basically hit a brick wall on nding the right attorney. 
Making matters worse, my family member was suffering 
with nancial and health problems. 

So, we made an appointment at the Legal Aid Center of 
Southern Nevada. The intake and case workers worked 
hard to nd an attorney who was not prohibited from 
taking on the assignment because of a conict of interest 
and willing take the case on a pro-bono basis, but no one 
would take on the powerhouse law rm. That's when we 
met Michael Stein who was a partner at Snell & Wilmer at 
that time.  Michael was clear with us that family law was 
not his practice area and that he would need to review the 
statutes and case law to get up to speed. He let us know he 
would need help since the case had been ongoing and he 
primarily practiced business and real estate law and 
commercial litigation. Michael told us that any associate 
who helped him would do so voluntarily as well. We were 
thrilled to meet Alison Krieser who agreed to work with 
Michael on the case and on a pro-bono basis. Today, 
Alison practices corporate law and is a partner with the 
prestigious law rm Katten in its Dallas, Texas ofce. 

Recently, I caught up with Michael to discuss the 
business environment surrounding today's practice of 
law and Paint the Town™ and to catch up on his 
family life. He invited me to join him for “an artsy fartsy 
coffee beverage” at one of his favorite local coffee 
roasters on the west side. I was aware that he had 
recently settled a major lawsuit he took on a pro-bono 
basis and I wanted to ask him about that experience. 
Litigators generally have Type A personalities and 
Michael ts that category. But he is a different kind of 
Type A personality. He doesn't like to talk about 
himself, his rm's achievements, or his cases. He prefers 
to talk about the law as a profession, his charity event 
Paint the Town,™ and his daughters.

Supported by Snell & Wilmer, Alison and Michael 
simply got to work without hesitation, studying the 
proper case law, statutes, and case les. Alison and 
Michael litigated and achieved an unexpected 
favorable outcome. Watching them during the 
depositions and in court, it became readily apparent 
that Alison and Michael were not only fearless 
advocates for what's r ight, but they always 
maintained professionalism towards witnesses, 
opposing counsel, and the court. It was so refreshing 
to see such professionalism. Michael was like a 
guardian angel and didn't feel intimidated in the 
slightest bit, even with no family law experience! Not 
just a professional relationship, but even more so a 
respected personal relationship was developed from 
this circumstance.

Michael and I stayed in touch throughout the years. 

Since that occasion, I know rsthand that Michael has 
taken on difcult cases on a pro bono basis to address 
injustice including one in 2022. He dedicated hours of 
time to the case resulting in a favorable outcome for 
his pro-bono client. Michael Stein, having earned a 
prestigious Martindale® AV Preeminent rating from his 
peers and judges, is one of the most brilliant and 
ethical attorneys I have ever had the pleasure of 
working with in Nevada.

I enjoyed seeing his posts on social media spending 
time with his three daughters Mia, Daria, and Gia, 
seeing his youngest daughter, who he often calls “The 
G,” develop into a beautiful young lady, and the trips 
and journeys they share. As much as law and family 
life are Michael's passions, he also has a deep love for 
the arts. Over 10 years ago, with the support and 
encouragement of many including his former law rm 
Snell & Wilmer and partner Steven Yoken, Michael 
created Paint the Town™ — an annual one night only 
"pop up" ne art gala beneting local charities. 
Michael believed artists should be compensated for 
their original works of art whether involved in a charity 
event or otherwise. A core principle of Paint the 
Town™ is that all participating artists receive a 
generous part of the proceeds from the sale of the 
artist's pieces, the rest benets a local charity. By 
cutting out the fees that would normally ow to an art 
gallery, Paint the Town™ creates a “win-win-win” 
experience for the artist, charity, and art enthusiast. 
You can learn more about Paint the Town™ on its 
Facebook and Instagram pages and at pttlv.com.

When the conversation turned to community, Michael's 
eyes lit up. Because of Covid-19, Paint the Town™ took a 
3-year break. With a big smile on his face he announced, 
“you are the rst to know that Paint the Town™ is coming 
back in 2023!” Over the past couple of years, Michael, 
Amit, and past committee members have discussed 
how to improve the event and it sounds like it will be a 
smash hit when it returns! I know I am certainly looking 
forward to attending. To learn more about Ben Moshe & 
Stein, visit the rm's website online at bmslawlv.com

After 10 years with Snell & Wilmer, Michael left for the 
corporate world becoming corporate counsel for a 
large real estate company. After being in the corporate 
world, he returned to the private practice of law and 
formed Ben Moshe & Stein with his partner Amit Ben 
Moshe. Michael explained that Amit and he share the 
same philosophy about client service – listen to your 
clients. Before undertaking an assignment, they strive to 
understand their clients' business, industry, and the trends 
affecting success and risk management. According to 
Michael, “this approach enables us to better help clients 
solve problems, recognize opportunities, achieve goals, 
and deal efciently and effectively with an ever-
changing economic,business, and legal landscape.” 

Michael and I also discussed how the practice of law is 
rapidly changing. And although billing, communication, 
and time management remain at the forefront of client 
concerns, law rms face new problems and challenges 
after the outbreak of Covid-19. Lawyers and staff worked 
from home and don't want to return to the ofce setting, 
new lawyers are demanding a better work/home 
balance, seasoned lawyers are suffering fee earner 
burnouts, and both depositions and court appearances 
are more often done by video conferencing. 
Technology has changed how documents and data are 
stored and accessed, and the way research is now 
conducted requires lawyers to possess a stronger 
working knowledge of technology and software. 
According to Michael, “the pen and yellow pad are 
almost obsolete.” Cl ients  have st rong digital 
expectations from their law rms. According to Michael, 
the future of legal practice management mandates 
strong case management software systems which offer 
a broad range of functionality to let lawyers embrace 
the online world and satisfy client needs for timely 
information.

During our visit, he shared with me how surprised he was 
when The G recently told him she wants to practice 
Muay Thai kickboxing. He never thought she meant it, but 
he said she loves going We also discussed the diversity of 
his family. He shared with me how his twin daughters, Mia 
and Daria, couldn't be more different yet they are very 
close. Mia is a certied public accountant and senior 
nance manager at Zappos. Daria owns her own hair 
studio in Henderson –Daria Does Hair – specializing in hair 
coloring, balayage, ombre, and extensions.  

Top Notch Humanitarian and Legal Elite
Meet Michael Stein of Ben Moshe and Stein
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We realized few lawyers were not conicted out of 
representation, willing to work for discounted rates or on 
a pro bono basis, and not intimidated to take on the 
powerhouse law rm we were facing. I knew there had 
to be competent representation out there who would 
see the injustice and take on this complicated case. 

hen I think of a solid and genuine hearted man 

Win our local community, right away I think of 
Michael Stein. I rst met Michael Stein around 

10 years ago as I was helping a family member navigate 
through some hard-pressed family legal woes. 

My family member was married to a prominent CEO in 
town with strong connections in the Las Vegas legal 
community and well versed on gaming the legal system 
by obtaining consultations with the top family law 
practitioners to create a conict of interest with them all. 
We basically hit a brick wall on nding the right attorney. 
Making matters worse, my family member was suffering 
with nancial and health problems. 

So, we made an appointment at the Legal Aid Center of 
Southern Nevada. The intake and case workers worked 
hard to nd an attorney who was not prohibited from 
taking on the assignment because of a conict of interest 
and willing take the case on a pro-bono basis, but no one 
would take on the powerhouse law rm. That's when we 
met Michael Stein who was a partner at Snell & Wilmer at 
that time.  Michael was clear with us that family law was 
not his practice area and that he would need to review the 
statutes and case law to get up to speed. He let us know he 
would need help since the case had been ongoing and he 
primarily practiced business and real estate law and 
commercial litigation. Michael told us that any associate 
who helped him would do so voluntarily as well. We were 
thrilled to meet Alison Krieser who agreed to work with 
Michael on the case and on a pro-bono basis. Today, 
Alison practices corporate law and is a partner with the 
prestigious law rm Katten in its Dallas, Texas ofce. 

Recently, I caught up with Michael to discuss the 
business environment surrounding today's practice of 
law and Paint the Town™ and to catch up on his 
family life. He invited me to join him for “an artsy fartsy 
coffee beverage” at one of his favorite local coffee 
roasters on the west side. I was aware that he had 
recently settled a major lawsuit he took on a pro-bono 
basis and I wanted to ask him about that experience. 
Litigators generally have Type A personalities and 
Michael ts that category. But he is a different kind of 
Type A personality. He doesn't like to talk about 
himself, his rm's achievements, or his cases. He prefers 
to talk about the law as a profession, his charity event 
Paint the Town,™ and his daughters.
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advocates for what's r ight, but they always 
maintained professionalism towards witnesses, 
opposing counsel, and the court. It was so refreshing 
to see such professionalism. Michael was like a 
guardian angel and didn't feel intimidated in the 
slightest bit, even with no family law experience! Not 
just a professional relationship, but even more so a 
respected personal relationship was developed from 
this circumstance.

Michael and I stayed in touch throughout the years. 
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forward to attending. To learn more about Ben Moshe & 
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changing economic,business, and legal landscape.” 
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rapidly changing. And although billing, communication, 
and time management remain at the forefront of client 
concerns, law rms face new problems and challenges 
after the outbreak of Covid-19. Lawyers and staff worked 
from home and don't want to return to the ofce setting, 
new lawyers are demanding a better work/home 
balance, seasoned lawyers are suffering fee earner 
burnouts, and both depositions and court appearances 
are more often done by video conferencing. 
Technology has changed how documents and data are 
stored and accessed, and the way research is now 
conducted requires lawyers to possess a stronger 
working knowledge of technology and software. 
According to Michael, “the pen and yellow pad are 
almost obsolete.” Cl ients  have st rong digital 
expectations from their law rms. According to Michael, 
the future of legal practice management mandates 
strong case management software systems which offer 
a broad range of functionality to let lawyers embrace 
the online world and satisfy client needs for timely 
information.

During our visit, he shared with me how surprised he was 
when The G recently told him she wants to practice 
Muay Thai kickboxing. He never thought she meant it, but 
he said she loves going We also discussed the diversity of 
his family. He shared with me how his twin daughters, Mia 
and Daria, couldn't be more different yet they are very 
close. Mia is a certied public accountant and senior 
nance manager at Zappos. Daria owns her own hair 
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rincipal of Heidari Law Group, Sam Ryan 

PHeidari wanted to positively impact the civil 
liberties and rights of his clients and was 

inspired to becoming a leading lawyer in Las Vegas 
in an effort to achieve just that. Sam migrated to the 
U.S.A. as many other immigrants who moved to the 
U.S.A. with a passion and drive to help others at a 
very early age. Sam grew up in a country in which he 
states, “was pale in comparison to our legal system 
in the States.” This gave Sam even more drive to 
excel at a top attorney in his eld. Sam started out 
practicing in business litigation; however, he quickly 
realized that this did not satisfy his strong desire to 
positively impact the lives of individual citizens. 

They are not what they'd refer to as a personal injury 
“mill”. They are not a trial-only rm, when they take 
on your case, if it needs to be litigated, they handle 
the litigation from drafting the lawsuit, all the way to 
the nal judgement after trial. It's a substantial 
commitment to the client, but for Heidari Law Group 
this is a part of what sets them apart from other rms 
that pass off specic tasks and don't see the clients' 
cases from start to nish. At Heidari Law Group, they 
take the idiom “protecting the clients' best interests” 
very seriously. When you're looking to hire a personal 
injury attorney, Heidari advises that one should 
thoroughly do their due diligence. 

Heidari Law Group's clients are people that have 
been hurt, injured and/or had their personal rights 
infringed upon. Sam truly feels that helping people 
who endured hardships like these is his calling in his 
legal practice and his career. Heidari Law Group 
bases their service off “competent and ethical 
lawyering.”
Heidari Law Group isn't your typical law rm. They 
pride themselves in the 3 D's: Di l igence, 
Determination and Dedication. According to 
Sam, the 3 words that embody the core values at 
Heidari Law Group, P.C., in the courtroom, the 
conference room and out in public. Heidari Law 
Group sees clients through step by step from A to Z. 

“If the attorney is practicing in the eld of personal 
injury and charges you a consultation fee, that's a 
red ag for me,” states Heidari. While this approach 
isn't unethical, personal injury clients are often 
unable to work, dealing with expensive and 
accruing medical bills, and are under great 
psychological pressure as well. The last thing they 
need is to have to pay a consultation fee upfront to 
speak to an attorney initially about their case. It is this 
p r o t e c t i v e  “ w a t c h d o g ”  m i n d  s t a t e  a n d 
commitment to best practices that makes Heidari 
Law Group one of the fastest-growing law rms in 
Nevada, with a track record of recovering millions for 
their clients.

Heidari Law Group currently has multiple trials 
starting in both Nevada and California, and their 
lawyers are already in that “full-court press” state of 
mind. Also, they continue to look toward and focus 
on expansion to be able to bring more of the 
competent, ethical representation from which they 
have become known. They already serve clients in 
Las Vegas, Sacramento, and Orange County, but 
they never take their eyes off the ball regarding 
when and where they can protect the rights of the 
people in general.

 

 
We commend Heidari Law Group, P.C. for being a 
beacon of hope for the vulnerable and unguarded, 
and a champion for the rights of those who are 
suffering.

If the attorney is 
practicing in the field 

of personal injury and 
charges you a 

consultation fee, that's 
a red flag for me

Simply put, Heidari Law Group puts the “personal” In 
personal injury representation. It is no wonder then, 
that Sam Ryan Heidari has achieved multiple 
accolades including being recognized as a 2022 
Leading Lawyer of Las Vegas.

Heidarilawgroup.com
702.999.7777

Heidari Law Group
400 S 4th St # 500,
Las Vegas, NV 89101

Recent case results prove their competence 
for assisting you with your injury when you 
need them most!

$500,000 Pedestrian Accident

$500,500 Wrongful Death

$1,400,000 Brian Injury

$500,000 Dog Bite Injury

$2,000,000 Car Accident

$500,000 Trip and Fall

$1,000,000 Medical Malpractice

$110,000 Truck Accident

$500,000 Premises Liability

$1,100,000 Car Accident 

$3,300,00 Motorcycle Accident 

$350,000 Product Liability

$1,000,000 Ride Share Accident

Sam Ryan Heidari
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in an effort to achieve just that. Sam migrated to the 
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states, “was pale in comparison to our legal system 
in the States.” This gave Sam even more drive to 
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practicing in business litigation; however, he quickly 
realized that this did not satisfy his strong desire to 
positively impact the lives of individual citizens. 

They are not what they'd refer to as a personal injury 
“mill”. They are not a trial-only rm, when they take 
on your case, if it needs to be litigated, they handle 
the litigation from drafting the lawsuit, all the way to 
the nal judgement after trial. It's a substantial 
commitment to the client, but for Heidari Law Group 
this is a part of what sets them apart from other rms 
that pass off specic tasks and don't see the clients' 
cases from start to nish. At Heidari Law Group, they 
take the idiom “protecting the clients' best interests” 
very seriously. When you're looking to hire a personal 
injury attorney, Heidari advises that one should 
thoroughly do their due diligence. 

Heidari Law Group's clients are people that have 
been hurt, injured and/or had their personal rights 
infringed upon. Sam truly feels that helping people 
who endured hardships like these is his calling in his 
legal practice and his career. Heidari Law Group 
bases their service off “competent and ethical 
lawyering.”
Heidari Law Group isn't your typical law rm. They 
pride themselves in the 3 D's: Di l igence, 
Determination and Dedication. According to 
Sam, the 3 words that embody the core values at 
Heidari Law Group, P.C., in the courtroom, the 
conference room and out in public. Heidari Law 
Group sees clients through step by step from A to Z. 

“If the attorney is practicing in the eld of personal 
injury and charges you a consultation fee, that's a 
red ag for me,” states Heidari. While this approach 
isn't unethical, personal injury clients are often 
unable to work, dealing with expensive and 
accruing medical bills, and are under great 
psychological pressure as well. The last thing they 
need is to have to pay a consultation fee upfront to 
speak to an attorney initially about their case. It is this 
p r o t e c t i v e  “ w a t c h d o g ”  m i n d  s t a t e  a n d 
commitment to best practices that makes Heidari 
Law Group one of the fastest-growing law rms in 
Nevada, with a track record of recovering millions for 
their clients.

Heidari Law Group currently has multiple trials 
starting in both Nevada and California, and their 
lawyers are already in that “full-court press” state of 
mind. Also, they continue to look toward and focus 
on expansion to be able to bring more of the 
competent, ethical representation from which they 
have become known. They already serve clients in 
Las Vegas, Sacramento, and Orange County, but 
they never take their eyes off the ball regarding 
when and where they can protect the rights of the 
people in general.

 

 
We commend Heidari Law Group, P.C. for being a 
beacon of hope for the vulnerable and unguarded, 
and a champion for the rights of those who are 
suffering.

If the attorney is 
practicing in the field 

of personal injury and 
charges you a 

consultation fee, that's 
a red flag for me

Simply put, Heidari Law Group puts the “personal” In 
personal injury representation. It is no wonder then, 
that Sam Ryan Heidari has achieved multiple 
accolades including being recognized as a 2022 
Leading Lawyer of Las Vegas.
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FREE CONSULTATIONS

702-776-3333

the702firm.com

New Address: 8335 W. Flamingo Road, Las Vegas, NV 89147

OVER $200 MILLION 
RECOVERED, AND 
COUNTING…

People Focused.
Trial Ready. 

Aggressive. Compassionate. Trusted. Respected.

Connect with us on social media                    @the702firm

AREAS:
Car Accidents
Catastrophic Injury
Slip and Fall
Medical Malpractice
Wrongful Death
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A practicing attorney in Nevada since 2015, 
Meesha Moulton is dedicated to making a 
difference in the Las Vegas community.

She has successfully represented thou-
sands of clients injured in motor vehicle and 
work-related accidents while working for 
one of Nevada’s largest personal injury firms. 
Where she obtained millions in settlements 
for her clients.

Meesha has been recognized as one of the 
Top 100 Civil plaintiff lawyers by the National 
Trial Lawyers association, as well as one of the 
Top 40 under 40 attorneys.

The Law 
Offices of 
Meesha 
Moulton

Personal Injury
Practice Areas: Dog Bites, Motor Vehicle Accidents, Product Defects, Premise Liability, 

Workers’ Compensation, Immigration Law

We have represented thousands of clients, 
while obtaining millions in settlements.

702.602.7500 702.447.4113
3960 Howard Hughes Pkwy. Ste. 420, Las Vegas, NV 89169
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mrlawlv.com

1100 East Bridger Avenue Las Vegas, NV 89101

1-833-MRLAWLV

Congratulations to Michael McAvoyAmaya and Timothy Revero on being named a 2022 Leading Lawyer of Las Vegas!

McAvoy Amaya 
& Revero, Attorneys
Injury Law Firm in Las Vegas

WE ARE A FULL-SERVICE CIVIL AND CRIMINAL LAW FIRM

Partners Michael McAvoyAmaya, JD, BSBA (Econ), BSBA (Acc),  
and Timothy E. Revero, JD, LL.M, BSN, RN* 

We specialize in:

Veteran (VA) Disability Claims 

Civil Appellate Law 

Criminal Appellate Law 

Labor/Employment Law 

Federal Civil Rights Claims (§ 1983) 

Union Law 

Criminal Defense 

Commercial Litigation 

Personal Injury

Wrongful Death

Traffic Tickets 

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 

Claims 

State Civil Rights Claims 

Debt Collection Matters 

Small Claims Court Representation

and others We are attorneys who care ™ ❤❤

bighornlaw.com   |   866.941.5914
3675 W. Cheyenne Ave, Suite 100, N. Las Vegas, NV 89032
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Union Law 

Criminal Defense 

Commercial Litigation 

Personal Injury

Wrongful Death

Traffic Tickets 

Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 

Claims 

State Civil Rights Claims 

Debt Collection Matters 

Small Claims Court Representation

and others We are attorneys who care ™ ❤❤
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This winter issue is dedicated to the 2022 Most Magnificent Men of Las Vegas. From CEO’s, Philanthropists, 
Business Professionals, Corporate Executives to small business owners, these men are all top-notch 
quality! In business, their family lives, and in our community, these men represent the REAL Men of Las 
Vegas!

These recipients are not just a number on some list because they have the fanciest car or largest home, 
for material things do not define them.

They are strong men with a “community first” and “family first” mentality, are strong and fierce protectors 
and not a “fun first” miniscule mindset. These men see the bigger picture!

Let’s recognize and honor these 2022 Most Magnificent Men of Las Vegas and continue to learn, read 
about and get to know them and ways we can continue to support them, their families, their local 
businesses and efforts!

If there’s someone you believe belongs to be added to this list for next year, please be 
sure to nominate them at:

Realvegasmagazine.com/nominate
and tell us why you believe they are so deserving!

Scan here to nominate

The  LIST" "
Aaron Lelah
Aaron Phillips
Adam Vander Heyden
Al B. Sure
Alexio Ramirez
Allan Durst
Amit Ben Moshe
Andrew Aranda
Andrew Cartwright
Anthony Cardella
Anthony Cools
Anthony Paglia
Bill Foley
Bo Free
Brad Mainor
Bradley Myers
Brett Raymer
Brian Ross Burnham
Brian Vasek
Bruce Merrin
Bryan Sord
Byron Brooks
Chad Hirschi
Chad Mccullough
Charles Young
Chef Cory Fields
Chef John Baez
Chef Marc Sgrizzi
Chef Maurice Jung
Chef Sam Marvin
Chef Vic Vegas
Chet Buchanan
Chief Jonathan Alvarez
Cory Harwell
Dallas Horton
Daniel O’hara
Darin Feinstein
Darin Notaro Aka Steve Stevens
Dave Padgett
Dave Pappas
David Marlon
David Osman
Derek Perdue
Diego Trujillo
Dj Sheepxwolf
Doc Louis Wiener
Donny Osmond
Doug Puppel 
Dr. Andrew Cash
Dr. Archie Perry
Dr. Benjamin Lurie

Dr. Bret Katz
Dr. Brian Iriye
Dr. Constantino Anastassiou
Dr. David Chenin
Dr. Elliot Shin
Dr. Jared Utley
Dr. Jason Jaeger
Dr. Juan Martínez-moreno
Dr. Lane Smith
Dr. Matthew Olmstead
Dr. Michael Elkanich
Dr. Michael Mall
Dr. Neville Campbell
Dr. Nitin Engineer
Dr. Paul Lanfranchi
Dr. Ralph Carullo
Dr. Ravi Ramanathan
Dr. Russell Nevins
Dr. Sean Su
Dr. Stephen Chenin
Dr. Teddy Sim
Dr. Vladimir Sinkov
Eamon Springall
Edward Bernstein
Edwin Suarez
Eric Marshall
Eric Mishell
Eric Roy
Evan Glussman
Frank Bonanno
Frank Gatski
Frankie Sidoris
Fred Bradford
Fred Mcmahon
Gerard Ramalho
Grayson Mcnees
Greg Jarmolowich
Greg Woods
Guy Martin
H Waldman
Hal De Becker III
Harvey Blankfeld
Hekili Apao
Ivan Sher
Jason Smylie
Jason Straub
Jason Weiner
Jason Soto
Javier Anaya 
Javier Chavez
Jayson Barrett

Jay Capone
Jeff Ecker
Jeff Manning
Jeff Thomas
Jerry Metellus
Joaquin Trujillo
Joel Gable
John Barnes
John Barry
John Chinnock
John Di Domenico
John Michaelson
John O’Reilly
John Saccenti
Johnny Richardson
Jonathan Dean
Jonathan Veltri
Justin Blum 
Keith Galliher Jr.
Kerry Bubolz
Lee Vlastris
Luis Ayon
Mack Miller
Marc Randazza
Marc Saggese
Mario Basner
Mario Moya
Mark Brown 
Mark Engler
Mark Martinez
Mark Rich
Maryann Cotton
Mason Van Houweling
Matt Chavez
Matt Stabile
Matthew Schenk
Meyer Lansky II 
Michael Kane
Michael McAvoyamaya
Michael Chambers
Michael Rogers
Michael Stein
Michael Worley
Michael Zelina
Michael Gillette
Myron Marin
Myron Martin
Nathan Schweigart
Nathan Strager
Nando Sostilio
Nectaly Mendoza

Ned Mills 
Nick Hubber
Nick Pomponio
Oscar Goodman
Patrick Kang
Paul Caruso
Paul Hymas
Paul Powell
Paul Steelman
Paymon Raouf
Phil Hubbard
Phillip Dominguez
Rafael Rivas
Raymond Wilson
Ryan Banda
Ricci Lopez
Rich Shaw
Richard Harris
Ricky Gourrier
Rob Cardenas
Robert Sidell
Rudy Aguas
Sam Ryan Heidari
Sebastian Cruz
Seth Grabel
Seth Stokes
Seth Yudof
Shane Huish
Shawn Barrack
Siloh Moses
Steve Dimopoulos
Steve Lee
Taylor Barton
Tedd Florendo
Terry Kennedy
Tiger Todd
Timothy Revero
Tommy Leigh
Tom Browne
Tony Sgro
Travis Heinrich
Troy Freeman
Troy Reierson
Tyler Jones
Victor Botnari
Wayne Jefferies
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For over 30 years, Stabile Productions Inc. has worked to understand our clients marketing needs and translate those needs into 
effective, successful work. We’ve created a history of success. Stabile Productions Inc. is determined to meet, comprehend, and 
overcome the challenges of an ever-changing marketplace. We are driven by success. Stabile Productions Inc. is dedicated to con-
stantly producing the work our clients require to place them at the top of their market while building a foundation for future success.

Experience, determination, and dedication – Stabile Productions Inc. for your continued success.

Since 1986

It’s hard not to envy a man like Matt Stabile. With his 
beautiful wife and partner, Angela, the duo shares 
creator/producer credits for some of the sexiest 
adult entertainment to hit the Las Vegas Strip in re-
cent years: the sultry and successful “X Burlesque” 
and Piff the Magic Dragon. Matt has been in the 
entertainment industry his entire life. He worked for 
entertainer and philanthropist, Jerry Lewis during 
high school and college. Matt received a full music 
scholarship at UNLV and later went on to work for 
20th Century Fox in the television development pro-

duction department.

Matt Stabile

Proudly born and raised in Las Vegas in a show-
biz family, (Frank’s mother is Angela Stabile, pro-
ducer of X Burlesque/X Country/Piff the Magic 
Dragon), Frank has been the rhythm guitarist for 
Slash featuring Myles Kennedy & The Conspira-
tors over 10 years and is most recently on tour 
with Wolfgang Van Halen’s band Mammoth 
WVH. Frank has recently become the new own-
er along with his partner Robby Cunningham of 
the historic Downtown Las Vegas bar Hard Hat 

Lounge located near the Arts District. 

Frank Sidoris 



From his first dance class at age 9, Anthony knew his pas-
sion for dance would lead to a successful career in this 
field. Anthony was accepted into the Las Vegas Acade-
my of Performing Arts. Upon graduating, he was offered a 
position to teach dance at the prestigious school. While 
teaching there for the next 5 years, Anthony began cho-
reographing. Angela Stabile and Tiffany Mondell met 
Anthony when he was only 10 years old when Angela 
and Anthony’s Mom Pudgy! worked in the same revue. 
Anthony was brought on board with Stabile Productions 
Inc. to choreograph and manage their shows in 2007. He 
has choreographed all Stabile Productions Inc. shows and 
continues to prove year and year that he is at the top of 
his field. Recently he was made Co-Producer for Stabile 

Productions Inc. 

Anthony Cardella

To purchase tickets, call 702.777.2782.
Visit them online: stabileproductions.com
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Chef Vic Vegas Cory Harwell Darin Notaro AKA 
Steve Stevens

Dave PadgettChief Jonathan 
Alvarez

Adam Vander 
Heyden

Alexio Ramirez Amit Ben MosheAaron Lelah

    

MANAGING PARTNER/LAWYER      

Ben Moshe & Stein 

       702.744.8065      

BMSLAWLV.COM

Andrew Aranda Anthony Cardella Bo Free

    
OWNER

      
Pure Plumming 

       702.710.7388
     

PUREPLUMBINGLV.COM

    
CHOREOGRAPHER/MANAGER

      
Stabile Productions Inc.  

       702.871.3501
     

STABILEPRODUCTIONS.COM

Bradley J. Myers Brian Ross Burnham Brian Vasek Bruce Merrin

    LAWYER

      The 702 Firm  

       702.776.3333

      THE702FIRM.COM

          @the702rm

Dallas Horton David Marlon Derek Perdue Diego Trujillo

    

OWNER/LAWYER

      

Dallas Horton and Associates

       702.380.3100

      

GDALLASHORTON.COM

           

@DallasHortonLawFirm

Cory Fields Chef Maurice Jung Chef Sam 
Marvin

    OWNER/CHEF

      Las Vegas Baking Company  

       702.804.8899

      LVBAKING.COM

         
@lvbakingco

    OWNER/CHEF

      Diamond Events & Productions  

       702.210.9715

      DIAMONDEVENTS.COM

          
@diamondeventsandproductions
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Dr. Ralph CarulloDr. Paul 
Lanfranchi

Dr. Neville 
Campbell

    BOARD CERTIFIED VEIN SPECIALIST

      Carullo Vein Center  

       702.852.2020

      LASVEGASVEINCENTER.COM

        
@lasvegasveincenter

Dr. Constantino 
“Tino” Anastassiou 

Dr. David Chenin Dr. Jared Utley

    
BOARD CERTIFIED ORTHODONTIST

 

       702.735.1010
     

CHENINORTHO.COM

    
DOCTOR OF CHIROPRACTIC/OWNER

      
Holistic Synergy 

       702.240.0012
        

HOLISTICSYNERGYCHIROPRACTIC.COM
              

@HolisticsynergyLV
 

Dr. Stephen 
Chenin

Dr. Vladimir 
Sinkov

Dr. Teddy Sim

    

BOARD CERTIFIED ORTHODONTIST

      

702.735.1010

     

CHENINORTHO.COM

    

OWNER AND CHIROPRACTIC PHYSICIAN

         

      

ChiropracTED

      702.277.1371

    CHIROPRACTED.COM

Elliot Shin Dr. Jason Jaeger

    MS, MD, CPI, PRESIDENT & PRINCIPLE INVESTIGATOR

      Jubilee Clinical Research, Inc.

       702.631.5000

     JCR-LV.COM

Dr. Matthew 
Olmstead

    COO

       The Neck and Back Clinics

       702.644.3333

     THENECKANDBACKCLINICS.COM

Dr. Ravi
Ramanathan

Dr. Sean Su

    
MD/FAMILY MEDICINE SPECIALIST

      
Family Doctors Medical Center  

       702.616.9471

      
FAMILYDOCTORSMC.COM

           
@familydoctorsmc

Dr. Benjamin Lurie Dr. Bret Katz Dr. Brian IriyeDoc Louis Wiener

    

CEO       

The Neck and Back Clinics

       702.644.3333     

THENECKANDBACKCLINICS.COM

    
MD/FAMILY MEDICINE SPECIALIST

      
Sexy Vegas Skin

       
SEXYVEGASSKIN.COM

      
702.240.4242

           
@DrSSu
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Jason Smylie Jason Weiner Jerry MetellusH Waldman Joaquin Trujillo

John BarryJohn Barnes John Michaelson John Saccenti

    OWNER/LAWYER

      Michaelson Law  

       702.731.2333

     
MICHAELSONLAW.COM

John O’Reilly Johnny Richardson Keith Galliher Jr.

    
UMC GOVERNING BOARD CHAIRMAN

      
UMC Governing Board Chairman  

       702.383.2000

      
UMCSN.COM

          
@umcsn

 

    
LICENSED REAL ESTATE ADVISOR

       
The Richardson Group

       702.403.8363

     
JOHNNY.THERICHARDSONGROUP.VEGAS 

Kerry Bubolz Marc RandazzaM. Joseph Miller II Mario Moya

    

OWNER/CHIEF STRATEGIST & CONSULTANT

     

Miller & Associates Consulting  

    

MILLERSCONSULT.COM

Edwin SuarezEamon Springall Edward Bernstein Eric Marshall

    
PHYSICAL THERAPIST/OWNER

     
Suarez Physical Therapy  

     702.368.6778
    

SUAREZPT.COM

Gerard Ramalho Grayson McNees Guy MartinFrankie Sidoris

    

GUITARIST/OWNER     

Hard Hat Lounge            

@Hardhatloungelv







Reflections on Becoming a US Citizen

Holistic Synergy
8350 W. Sahara Ave Suite 250 

Las Vegas, NV 89117 

HolisticSynergyChiropractic.com 

702.240.0012

Constantino “Tino” Anastassiou

Doctor Of Chiropractic

T he child of Greek parents, 
Constantino Anastassiou was 

born and raised in Belgium.  Never 
feeling a true attachment to either 
Belgium or Greece, he felt he didn’t 
belong to either country. “I was 
resigned to think, it didn’t matter.  I 
was a foreigner no matter where I 
was going.”  

In 1994, Constantino migrated to the 
US, settling down in Las Vegas, NV. 

“I have always had my own business 
even in Europe, but the ease and 
advantages this country provides 
in giving you the independence 
to be yourself and promote your 
business on your own terms, is an 
approach that I’ve never experienced 
anywhere else.”

For Constantino, he was living the 
American Dream. 

“I was living in the US as a
non-citizen, as I wanted to keep 
some form of loyalty to my family 
and my heritage.” 

But two markers influenced a 
new perspective. The first was the 
controversial 2020 US Presidential 
Elections, the second was the fact 
that in 2022 he will have lived in the 
US for the same amount of time he 
lived in Europe. 

“I have a closer attachment to the 
US. I’ve lived here longer as an 
adult than any other place. I have 
more memorable experiences 
here, and when it comes to the 
constructive and creative capacity 
that I’ve had here, I don’t remember 
having that anywhere else. I 
wanted to be part of something 
bigger, becoming a citizen was the 
opportunity to do that.”

“Going through the process of 
becoming a US citizen, I truly 
understand the gift and privilege 
of living here and being a business 
owner. As I walked out of the 
swearing in ceremony, a sense 
of elation swept over me.  The 
brightness and the beauty of the 
country was intensified. I thought, 
this place is beautiful on so many 
levels, not just geographical beauty, 
but in everything that has been done. 
It felt great, it’s the first time that I 
belonged somewhere, and someplace 
made me hers.  Twenty-nine years 
after arriving, I have a country I can 
call my own.  I belong here. Now, 
I am not just living the American 
Dream, I am an American!” 
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PROVIDING THE 
BEST POSSIBLE 
SERVICE

FINDING THE PERFECT HOME AT THE RIGHT 
PRICE IS MY ONLY OBJECTIVE

What we are is all about 

to our clients and clean 
transactions.

The Richardson Group was previously with Platinum Real Estate Professionals from 2019 until re-
cently joining eXp Realty LLC, which is a global real estate firm. As a professional, licensed realtor 
since 2017, John Richardson or “The Shark” which he prefers being called, brings with him over 20 
years of sales experience. Currently, The Richardson Group joined Real Broker, and that’s where 

the Richardson Group is now with over 50 agents and counting.

ATTENTION TO DETAIL
Las Vegas Premier Agent

Owner / CEO
License # S.0181671
Phone: (702) 403-8363
Johnny@therichardson.group

FOR BEING NAMED 2022 MOST MAGNIFICENT MEN OF LAS VEGAS
AND 2022 GREATEST REAL ESTATE MOGULS IN LAS VEGAS

Congratulations JohnnyCongratulations Johnny

7448 W Sahara Ave. Unit 
103, Las Vegas, NV 89117

Johnny Richardson
The Richardson Group

REAL Broker LLC
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Ricci Lopez Rich Shaw Richard Harris Ricky Gourrier Rob Cardenas

Nathan Schweigart Nectaly Mendoza Nick HubberMyron Martin Patrick Kang

Paul HymasPaul Caruso RAFAEL RIVASPaul Steelman

    
OWNER

       
Royal Ink  

       702.473.5877

     
ROYALINKDESIGN.COM

Michael Stein Michael Worley Michael 
Zelina

Michael Rogers

    MANAGING PARTNER/LAWYER

      Ben Moshe & Stein 

      702.744.8065

     BMSLAWLV.COM

Michael
McAvoyAmaya

Michael Kane Matt Chavez

    
PARTNER/LAWYER

     
McAvoy Amaya & Revero

    833.675.2958

    
FOUNDER/LAWYER

      
The 702 Firm 

       702.776.3333
      

THE702FIRM.COM
           

@the702rm  

Mason Van Houweling Matt StabileMark Rich

    

CEO      

UMC

       702.383.2000      
UMCSN.COM           

@UMCSN 

    

OWNER      

Stabile Productions Inc.

      702.871.3501    
STABILEPRODUCTIONS.COM





Suarez Physical Therapy is the only Latino owned and operated 
physical therapy practice in Southern Nevada. Because Latino-
Americans are under-represented in the medical field, Edwin 
Suarez, PT, and his team strive to be an inspiration to college 
students that are contemplating physical therapy as a career.

Our Care.Experience philosophy provides our patients with a 
“boutique-style” physical therapy treatment experience, where 
every patient receives an individualized treatment plan specific 
to their rehabilitation needs. It’s not a “cookie-cutter” approach.

Suarez Physical Therapy is actively involved in our community by 
co-sponsoring yearly charitable poker and golf tournaments for 
local organizations such as Paralyzed Veterans of Nevada, Olive 
Crest, Honor Flight of Southern Nevada, and others.

LOW-LEVEL LASER THERAPY 
Speeds up the healing process for:
•  Tendinopathy  • Strains / Sprains   • Post-Surgical Edema 
• Carpal Tunnel

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT?
 Spanish-Speaking Staff
 Auto/Attorney Liens Accepted
 Infant and Children PT Services
 Mechanical Wrist Traction
 Manual Therapy
 Massage Therapy
 Open 7 Days a Week

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
 Pediatric Development Assessments
 Post-Botox Serial Casting
 Wheelchair Assessments
 Prosthetic Limb Classifications

DRY NEEDLING 
Thin filiform needles used to penetrate the skin to:
•  Treat and Release Muscular and Connective “Trigger Point” Tissue
•  Increase Range of Motion  •  Eliminate Neuromusculoskeletal Pain 

ACOUSTIC SHOCKWAVE 
Sound pulse waves used for:
•  Heel Spurs   •  Shoulder Tendinopathy Pain   •  Golfer’s / Tennis Elbow
•  Plantar Fasciitis 

SPINAL TRACTION DECOMPRESSION
Used in the treatment of lumbar / cervical: 
•  Herniated Discs with Associated Upper / Lower Extremity Radiculopathy
 •  DDD / DJD   •  Headaches  •  Strain Pain  •  Sciatica  •  Facet Joint Syndrome 

NORTHWEST NORTHEAST

P: 702.368.6778 F: 702.368.6775 
W W W. S U A R E Z P T. C O M

SOUTHWEST SOUTHEAST
6200 North Durango 
Drive, Suite 120 

2415 Reynolds Avenue 
Suite 200

6930 South Cimarron 
Road, Suite 160 

3620 East Sunset 
Road, Suite 100

•  
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  

•  
•  
•  
•  
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Americans are under-represented in the medical field, Edwin 
Suarez, PT, and his team strive to be an inspiration to college 
students that are contemplating physical therapy as a career.

Our Care.Experience philosophy provides our patients with a 
“boutique-style” physical therapy treatment experience, where 
every patient receives an individualized treatment plan specific 
to their rehabilitation needs. It’s not a “cookie-cutter” approach.

Suarez Physical Therapy is actively involved in our community by 
co-sponsoring yearly charitable poker and golf tournaments for 
local organizations such as Paralyzed Veterans of Nevada, Olive 
Crest, Honor Flight of Southern Nevada, and others.

LOW-LEVEL LASER THERAPY 
Speeds up the healing process for:
•  Tendinopathy  • Strains / Sprains   • Post-Surgical Edema 
• Carpal Tunnel

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT?
 Spanish-Speaking Staff
 Auto/Attorney Liens Accepted
 Infant and Children PT Services
 Mechanical Wrist Traction
 Manual Therapy
 Massage Therapy
 Open 7 Days a Week

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
 Pediatric Development Assessments
 Post-Botox Serial Casting
 Wheelchair Assessments
 Prosthetic Limb Classifications

DRY NEEDLING 
Thin filiform needles used to penetrate the skin to:
•  Treat and Release Muscular and Connective “Trigger Point” Tissue
•  Increase Range of Motion  •  Eliminate Neuromusculoskeletal Pain 

ACOUSTIC SHOCKWAVE 
Sound pulse waves used for:
•  Heel Spurs   •  Shoulder Tendinopathy Pain   •  Golfer’s / Tennis Elbow
•  Plantar Fasciitis 

SPINAL TRACTION DECOMPRESSION
Used in the treatment of lumbar / cervical: 
•  Herniated Discs with Associated Upper / Lower Extremity Radiculopathy
 •  DDD / DJD   •  Headaches  •  Strain Pain  •  Sciatica  •  Facet Joint Syndrome 
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DR. BENJAMIN S. LURIE, DC
DR. MATTHEW C. OLMSTEAD, DC

25 YEARS OF CHIROPRACTIC CARE
100,000 TREATED

25 YEARS OF CHIROPRACTIC CARE
100,000 TREATED

• Quality patient care, including 
physiotherapy, active/
passive rehabilitation and 
massage therapy.

• Eight convenient locations – locally 
owned and operated (not a co-op).

• Same day, evening and Saturday 
appointments available.

• Spanish speaking available in 
every clinic.

• Accommodating and friendly team.

• MRI on-site.
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If you’re looking at this ad, others are too! 

YOUR AD SHOULD BE HERE
Advertise your small businesses with

Real Vegas Magazine



At The Neck and Back Clinics, Dr. Olmstead’s level of expertise and extraordinary ability to connect with 
patients through easy-to-understand explanations allows him to be a well-regarded chiropractic physician 
amongst his colleagues and patients. Over the years, his presence has been requested in over 40 trials and 
depositions, to provide his professional opinions on chiropractic matters.

Dr. Benjamin S. Lurie and Dr. Matthew C. Olmstead, alongside their clinics’ other knowledgeable and 
skilled team members, lead clinical operations to ensure the primary mission of the clinics, to provide high 
quality care to all patients.

LIFE IS BEAUTIFUL… WITH A HEALTHY SPINE

DR. BENJAMIN S. LURIE, DC

DR. MATTHEW C. OLMSTEAD, DC

Over the years, The Neck and Back Clinics has grown into a well-rounded and incredibly experienced team. Let’s 
meet the CEO and COO

Dr. Benjamin S. Lurie’s, chiropractic physician and CEO of The Neck and Back Clin-
ics, story begins right here in 1969 as a native of our city. As Las Vegas has exponen-
tially grown, so has The Neck and Back Clinics. Dr. Lurie and his amazing staff have 
been caring for patients, including personal injury and workman’s compensation.

After rising through valley schools as a scholarship athlete and leaving Las Vegas to 
continue his education from obtaining his B.S. in Zoology from SUU, then to Iowa, he 

returned to our great State after graduating from Palmer College of Chiropractic as a 
Doctor in Chiropractic. While attending Palmer, Dr. Lurie was awarded the top Clinical 

Excellence Award and two Certicates of Merit for student teaching Neuromusculoskeletal 
and Technique. Dr. Lurie served as a member of the school’s ethics Board as a student member 

from 1996 – 2000. He obtained his Certicate in Spinal Trauma from Life West University and has an advanced 
Certicate in Whiplash and Biomechanics from the Spine Research Institute of San Diego, Dr. Arthur Croft.

Dr. Lurie served on the Chiropractic Board of Physicians from 2010-2018 and served in all leadership positions. Dr. 
Lurie served as the legislative chair of the CPBN. Dr. Lurie served as the district IV director of the National Board 
of Chiropractic Examiners. Twice, Dr. Lurie received an award for Board of the Year from the FCLB. Dr. Lurie is a 
board member for Boys and Girls Club of Southern Nevada. Dr. Lurie currently serves on the Southern Nevada 
Disciplinary Committee for the Nevada State Bar as a lay member.

As a chiropractic physician and COO of The Neck and Back Clinics, Dr. Mat-
thew C. Olmstead has been practicing since 2003. Throughout the last eigh-
teen years at The Neck and Back Clinics, Dr. Olmstead’s role has evolved. He 
now manages clinic operations for eight locations in Nevada and two locations 
in Arizona. Dr. Olmstead is also responsible for leading the clinic support staff, 

allowing for clinics to run smoothly and efciently, while providing high quality 
patient care. He strives to create a positive overall experience for patients.

Not only is Dr. Olmstead an incredible chiropractic physician, he also has a tremen-
dous level of knowledge and experience, with extensive training and years of working 

with patients with a wide range of injuries. He earned a Doctorate Degree (cum laude, 2002) 
and a Bachelor of Science Degree from Western States Chiropractic College in Portland, Oregon, after 
studying Exercise and Movement Science at the University of Oregon. He continues to expand his chiroprac-
tic knowledge by attending continuing education events on a range of topics.
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Dr. Sean Su, MD

Call today to schedule an appointment

2541 Professional Court, Suite 110, Las Vegas, NV 89128

@DRSUMD @Seansumd

702.240.4242

Dr. Sean Su, MD, is a primary care physician who is focused on providing experienced
and passionate care to patients in the Las Vegas Valley.

Dr. Su is available to see patients for initial consultations and conservative pain 
procedures, with a special focus on serving patients who require medical care due to 

personal injury. Dr. Su will conduct a patient evaluation and recommend an appropriate 
and efficient course of treatment.

Dr. Su offers convenient and flexible scheduling from his office in Northwest Summerlin. 
Same day appointments are available.

Sean Su, MD,Sean Su, MD, is a graduate of University of California – Irvine, and earned his medical 
degree from Loma Linda University School of Medicine. He’s been in private practice 
since 1999. Dr. Su provides primary care and cosmetic services to patients in the Las 

Vegas, Nevada area.

Unmask Your Smile!

Family & Cosmetic Dentistry

SEXY VEGAS SMILES

Practice Location:

• Routine Exam & Cleanings

• Crowns & Bridges

• Veneers

• Invisalign

• Dental Implants

• Periodontal Non- Surgical & 

Surgical Care

• Dental Automobile Accident

     Liens

702-240-4242
Schedule your appointment with Dr. Suzie Su. 

sexyvegassmiles.com

2451 Professional Court, Suite 110

Las Vegas, NV 89128

UCLA School of Dentistry, 1994
DDS Degree
Loma Linda University, School of
Dentistry 1997
Residency in Periodontics (3 Year
Program)

Dr. Suzie Su, D.D.S.
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WHAT MAKES DR. DAVID CHENIN AND 
DR. STEPHEN CHENIN SO MAGNIFICENT?

Chenin Orthodontic Group | Henderson

702.735.1010 702.364.5100

Chenin Orthodontics | Summerlin
10730 S. Eastern Ave. Suite 100, 
Henderson NV 89052

1945 Village Center Circle Suite 110, 
Las Vegas, NV 89134

C H E N I N O R T H O . C O M

· Over 40 years of high-quality personalized health care to Southern Nevada 
patients.

· Innovative research featured on the cover of The Journal of Clinical 
Orthodontics (JCO) for improved treatments.

· Team-oriented employee environment as well as fun interaction with 
patients and families.

· Annual Halloween Candy Buyback Program collects over 5000 pounds of 
candy each year and is mailed to deployed soldiers along with messages and 
photos to boost morale.

· Long time partners of Project 150 which helps homeless students in the 
Clark County School District (CCSD) with the skills to stay in school and 
succeed in life.  Coordinated the donation hundreds of formal gowns, suits, 
and accessories for CCSD students’ prom, job interviews, and every day life.  

Dr. David & Stephen Chenin have donated hundreds of thousands of dollars 
to various organization over the past 40+ years.  The doctor’s commitment 
to their patients, families, employees, and local community organizations are 
what make Dr. David and Stephen Chenin Nevada’s “Most Magnificent Men!”

@cheninorthogroup @cheninortho

We are one of Nevada's most experienced mortgage
brokers when it comes to high-yield investments. 
Get in touch to learn more about the benefits of trust
deeds – conservative, residential and commercial real
estate-secured loans for your peace of mind.

LOOKING FOR 12% TO 14%
RETURNS ON YOUR MONEY?

    Call us at 702-400-2900 today!

Troy Freeman
Chief Investment
Officer

nvcapcorp.com8880 W. Sunset Rd. #190
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Our “10 Champions Academy” is an Italian soccer Academy 
fully operated by former professional players and 
professional coaches including some World Cup winners.

10 Champions Academy Italian Soccer Academy Brings 
Professional Coaches and World Cup Winners to the Las 

Vegas Community

The Academy is established in Italy since 2019. The technical 
director is Marco Esposito, former Italian Serie A player, 
former Liverpool F.C. Academy Manager, and former coach 
of the Italian Serie A team of A.C. Monza.
Aside from other former Italian Serie A players our coaching 
staff also includes:

10 Champions Academy 
Italian Soccer Academy
Brings Professional Coaches 
and World Cup Winners to 
the Las Vegas Community 

- FIFA World Cup “Germany 2006” Champion 
with Italy National Team. In this 2006 Final he 
was the MVP, scoring the only Italian goal, 
scoring the penalty kick in the extra time and 
being head butted by Zinedine Zidane (one 
of the best football players in the football 
history) in what later became one of the most 
World Cup history iconic moments.
- UEFA Champions League winner (2010) and 
FIFA Club World Cup Champion (2010).

Marco Materazzi:

- Former Italian professional player and now professional 
coach. He is actually the assistant coach of Antonio 
Conte at the English Premier League team of Tottenham 
Hotspur.

Cristian Stellini:

- Former Italian Serie A player. He played for Italian top 
clubs like F.C. Juventus and A.C. Milan. 2002/2003 UEFA 
Champions League runner-up and former Italy National 
Team player.

Cristian Zenoni:

The academy is not a club, it is a training academy. They 
have Las Vegas players from local clubs coming to their 
academy with the goal of improving themselves and 
experiencing what a real professional soccer environment 
looks like.

The Academy is open from Monday to Friday from 4pm to 
7pm at Big League Dreams 
3151 E Washington Ave. - Las Vegas, NV 89101 and on 
Monday/Wednesday/Thursday from 3:30pm to 5:30pm at 
the YMCA, located at 4141 Meadows Ln, Las Vegas, NV 
89107.

Our Champions were hosted to the “ToRadio” radio 
station during the “Suonare Galliano” program with Elena 
Galliano.

In November 2021 the “10 Champions Academy” opened 
its branch in Las Vegas.

The 1st camp with Marco Materazzi took place in Las 
Vegas in November 2021. Las Vegas players had the 
chance to practice with Materazzi for a 5-day high-end 
soccer program. The camp took place in 2022 from 
November 28th to December 2nd. 

They have coaches from overseas rotating every month, 
so their players have the chance to learn and attain the 
best working knowledge from each of the professional 
coaches' expertise.

After that they went to Italy where they spent 10 days 
training at “Novarello” which is the youth Italy National 
teams headquarter and they had the chance to play 
friendly games against some youth teams of the Italian 
Serie A clubs including A.C. MILAN - ATALANTA CALCIO - 
F.C. VENEZIA and A.C. MONZA. 

They had the chance to have their physicals at the J-
Medical (Juventus F.C. Medical Center - the same where 
Cristiano Ronaldo had his physicals), they visited Milan 
and they have the chance to have lunch with several 
soccer legends like Javier Zanetti (Argentina National 
Team former captain, etc.). You can view all the pictures 
on our website: 10championsacademy.com

In June 2022 a selection of our Academy's Champions 
went to Europe for the “10 Champions Academy - Italian 
Tour 2022”. They spent a couple of days in London to 
watch the “Finalissima” game at Wembley Stadium 
between Italy and Argentina from the UEFA sky box, and 
they spent 2 days with Cristian Stellini visiting the 
Tottenham Hotspur Training center and the Tottenham 
Hotspur Stadium.

In August, in addition to our eld's players Academy we 
opened the goalkeepers Academy under the “Buffon 
Academy” brand, and we held the 1st “Buffon Academy 
Camp” ever in the United States. The Academy belongs 
to the goalkeeper legend Gianluigi Buffon who is 
considered the best goalkeeper of football history. Our 
Academy is the exclusive developer of the “Buffon 
Academy” in the US and in January we will open the 
permanent goalkeeper's Academy as well. 

From November 28th to December 1st, we will host the 
2nd “10 Champions Academy Camp with Marco 
Materazzi” and local players will have again the chance 
to be trained by a real-World Champion, in the exact 
same period of the FIFA World Cup in Qatar. There will also 
be an open day with Marco Materazzi set for Sunday 
November 27th. Then directly following In January, the 
“Buf fon Academy” wi l l  open the permanent 
goalkeeper's Academy. In May there will be the selection 
of our Academy Champions to travel to Italy for the 
second time for the “10 Champions Academy - Italian 
Tour 2023”.

10championsacademy.com

DIECI FOOTBALL ENTERTAINMENT LLC
3722 S. Las Vegas Blvd., Suite 709
Las Vegas, NV 89158
702.901.3965
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Our “10 Champions Academy” is an Italian soccer Academy 
fully operated by former professional players and 
professional coaches including some World Cup winners.

10 Champions Academy Italian Soccer Academy Brings 
Professional Coaches and World Cup Winners to the Las 

Vegas Community

The Academy is established in Italy since 2019. The technical 
director is Marco Esposito, former Italian Serie A player, 
former Liverpool F.C. Academy Manager, and former coach 
of the Italian Serie A team of A.C. Monza.
Aside from other former Italian Serie A players our coaching 
staff also includes:

10 Champions Academy 
Italian Soccer Academy
Brings Professional Coaches 
and World Cup Winners to 
the Las Vegas Community 

- FIFA World Cup “Germany 2006” Champion 
with Italy National Team. In this 2006 Final he 
was the MVP, scoring the only Italian goal, 
scoring the penalty kick in the extra time and 
being head butted by Zinedine Zidane (one 
of the best football players in the football 
history) in what later became one of the most 
World Cup history iconic moments.
- UEFA Champions League winner (2010) and 
FIFA Club World Cup Champion (2010).

Marco Materazzi:

- Former Italian professional player and now professional 
coach. He is actually the assistant coach of Antonio 
Conte at the English Premier League team of Tottenham 
Hotspur.

Cristian Stellini:

- Former Italian Serie A player. He played for Italian top 
clubs like F.C. Juventus and A.C. Milan. 2002/2003 UEFA 
Champions League runner-up and former Italy National 
Team player.

Cristian Zenoni:

The academy is not a club, it is a training academy. They 
have Las Vegas players from local clubs coming to their 
academy with the goal of improving themselves and 
experiencing what a real professional soccer environment 
looks like.

The Academy is open from Monday to Friday from 4pm to 
7pm at Big League Dreams 
3151 E Washington Ave. - Las Vegas, NV 89101 and on 
Monday/Wednesday/Thursday from 3:30pm to 5:30pm at 
the YMCA, located at 4141 Meadows Ln, Las Vegas, NV 
89107.

Our Champions were hosted to the “ToRadio” radio 
station during the “Suonare Galliano” program with Elena 
Galliano.

In November 2021 the “10 Champions Academy” opened 
its branch in Las Vegas.

The 1st camp with Marco Materazzi took place in Las 
Vegas in November 2021. Las Vegas players had the 
chance to practice with Materazzi for a 5-day high-end 
soccer program. The camp took place in 2022 from 
November 28th to December 2nd. 

They have coaches from overseas rotating every month, 
so their players have the chance to learn and attain the 
best working knowledge from each of the professional 
coaches' expertise.

After that they went to Italy where they spent 10 days 
training at “Novarello” which is the youth Italy National 
teams headquarter and they had the chance to play 
friendly games against some youth teams of the Italian 
Serie A clubs including A.C. MILAN - ATALANTA CALCIO - 
F.C. VENEZIA and A.C. MONZA. 

They had the chance to have their physicals at the J-
Medical (Juventus F.C. Medical Center - the same where 
Cristiano Ronaldo had his physicals), they visited Milan 
and they have the chance to have lunch with several 
soccer legends like Javier Zanetti (Argentina National 
Team former captain, etc.). You can view all the pictures 
on our website: 10championsacademy.com

In June 2022 a selection of our Academy's Champions 
went to Europe for the “10 Champions Academy - Italian 
Tour 2022”. They spent a couple of days in London to 
watch the “Finalissima” game at Wembley Stadium 
between Italy and Argentina from the UEFA sky box, and 
they spent 2 days with Cristian Stellini visiting the 
Tottenham Hotspur Training center and the Tottenham 
Hotspur Stadium.

In August, in addition to our eld's players Academy we 
opened the goalkeepers Academy under the “Buffon 
Academy” brand, and we held the 1st “Buffon Academy 
Camp” ever in the United States. The Academy belongs 
to the goalkeeper legend Gianluigi Buffon who is 
considered the best goalkeeper of football history. Our 
Academy is the exclusive developer of the “Buffon 
Academy” in the US and in January we will open the 
permanent goalkeeper's Academy as well. 

From November 28th to December 1st, we will host the 
2nd “10 Champions Academy Camp with Marco 
Materazzi” and local players will have again the chance 
to be trained by a real-World Champion, in the exact 
same period of the FIFA World Cup in Qatar. There will also 
be an open day with Marco Materazzi set for Sunday 
November 27th. Then directly following In January, the 
“Buf fon Academy” wi l l  open the permanent 
goalkeeper's Academy. In May there will be the selection 
of our Academy Champions to travel to Italy for the 
second time for the “10 Champions Academy - Italian 
Tour 2023”.

10championsacademy.com

DIECI FOOTBALL ENTERTAINMENT LLC
3722 S. Las Vegas Blvd., Suite 709
Las Vegas, NV 89158
702.901.3965
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Full-Service Event Catering and Event Planning Company based in the Las Vegas area for over 20 years

EXTENSIVE HIGH END CATERING MENUS – ORIGINAL MENU, 
CLASSIC MENU, SUPREME MENU AND DELUXE MENU

YOUR 1 STOP EVENT COMPANY FROM START TO FINISH
“WHERE SERVICE IS AN ART”

702.269.6157
MAIN OFFICE

702.210.9715
CHEF MAURICE

3185 S. Highland Dr, Suite 1, Las Vegas, NV 89109

D I A M O N D E V E N T S . C O M

702.793.1461
EVENT PLANNING

From drop-of delivery, buffets to formal sit downs, Diamond Events has you covered!
Full-Service Catering and Bar Services with Portable Bars and Full Stocked Premium Liquor

Our bartenders are always dressed in professional attire and highly skilled in the art of mixology to create perfect 
one-of-a-kind cocktails for your one-of-a-kind event

ANYONE CAN HOST AN EVENT BUT MAKE YOUR NEXT EVENT A DIAMOND EVENT!

CORPORATE

WE ALSO DO FLOWERS, LINEN & DECOR

WEDDINGS ON & OFF-SITE LOCATIONS



How does it work? 

How
much
does it
cost? 

What
can they
do? 

What is a Virtual
Assistant? 

Hire a Virtual Assistant
Social Media | Telemarketing | 

Digital Marketing 

Telemarketing |  Customer Service |  Email  Support |  
Chat Support |  Web Design |  SEO | 

Social Media Marketing |  Advertising |  
Administrative 

Relax. Outsource. 
w w w . r a n e m e d i a g r o u p . c o m  

( 7 0 2 ) 9 0 0 -  7 2 6 3



Las Vegas Baking Company 

Chef Cory has been in the baking industries since 1985 and has worked at many high-end properties in LA. Such 
as: The Beverly Hills Hotel, The Millennium Biltmore Hotel and Sheraton Grande LA. He also ran his wholesale/
retail bakery in LA for 8 years.
In the mid 2000’s he moved to Las Vegas and was hired as the Pastry Chef at Harrah’s Las Vegas. After that, he 
worked in Bakery/pastry sales and consulting here in Las Vegas for many years.

Then returning to the pastry kitchen as Pastry Chef at Caesar’s Palace. He was later offered the job as Operational 
Manager at the bakery late in 2015.

Cory on being named one of the 2022 Top Business Leaders in Las Vegas

Monday-Saturday 8am-4pm, Sunday Closed

L V B A K I N G . C O M

E M A I L  U S  F O R  M O R E  D E T A I L S  C O R Y @ L V B A K I N G . C O M 

3431 S. Jones Blvd #110 Las Vegas, Nevada 89146
702.804.8899

Congratulations toCongratulations to

In late 2019, Chef Cory and Chef Jesus purchased the bakery and have brought new life to the bakery.
In 2020 and 2021, Chef Cory and the bakery won the 3rd best chocolatier in Las Vegas.

That was quite the accomplishment, being the new bakery/chocolate shop in town
With so many other big names in chocolate here in Las Vegas!

Chef Cory has a great passion for chocolate, and you can see his creations online and when you visit their store.



ORANGE BERRY

MIMOSA ROYALE LLC

MANGO APPLE 

WWW.DRINKMIMOSA.COM

No Sugar Added Gluten FreeNo Artificial Colors
& Flavors

Mimosaroyale Mimosaroyaleusa



• WEDDINGS  • CORPORATE EVENTS  • PARTIES  • PARTY PACKAGES  • EVENT NEEDS  • TABLES, CHAIRS, LINENS, FLORAL
• ALL YOUR EVENT NEEDS UNDER ONE ROOF

Talk about a Woman Who Wows and a Local Gem Known as Emerald at Queensridge, Meet the Real Renae Iunco

Renae Iunco is an incredible woman! She is the owner of Emerald at Queensride and an all-around savvy business leader in 
our community and a beloved mother and grandmother. She is adored by her large, extended family and is a beacon of 
light to the brides, grooms, and their guests that she works so diligently to ensure that their weddings our impeccable and the 
night of their dreams at her gorgeous venue. Emerald at Queensride is both branded and known for their over the top and 
lavish weddings, but the space is also available for a plethora of other locally hosted events including extravagant Birthday 
Parties, Corporate Events, Luncheons, Dinner Parties, Expos and much more. The upstairs bridal and groom suite is an abso-
lute bonus, as it provides a lovely space for guests to get ready for their big day and it gives the feel as though you are in a 
lavish hotel. The parking at Emerald at Queensridge is an added bonus and they have ample room for all your guests along 
with a pull up round about driveway in the front where hosts can also have valet if they wish for their event. The food is top 
quality, the menus are very well planned with plenty of delicious options for you and your guests and the Chef is very warm 
and friendly. Their wait staff is also extremely accommodating and if you host an event here when the weather is nice, you 
will not want to miss the beautiful outdoor courtyard!

Renae is well respected in the wedding industry and in general around town. I’ve personally had the pleasure of some deep-
ly intellectual and stimulating conversations with Renae and it’s safe to say, she’s not just a pretty face! Her and her staff 
provide incredible top-notch service to their guests. Her son Shane is a pleasant face that you will often times find serving 
guests behind the bar inside of Emerald at Queensridge and it’s no doubt that he is there to help Renae with some of the 
heavy lifting as well as some of the other various daily operations. 

If you go into Emerald at Queensride to sit down with one of their event planners, you will immediately be greeted with a 
warm, family-style and friendly demeanor. It’s highly likely that you may even be graced with the presense of one of Renae’s 
young grandchildren as their environment is very family oriented and family friendly.

If you are looking to book a gorgeous venue right in the heart of the Northwest and Summerlin, look no further than Emerald 
at Queensridge.

891 S. Rampart Blvd. Las Vegas, NV 89145 US

702.242.5700
emeraldatqueensridge.com



• WEDDINGS  • CORPORATE EVENTS  • PARTIES  • PARTY PACKAGES  • EVENT NEEDS  • TABLES, CHAIRS, LINENS, FLORAL
• ALL YOUR EVENT NEEDS UNDER ONE ROOF

Talk about a Woman Who Wows and a Local Gem Known as Emerald at Queensridge, Meet the Real Renae Iunco

Renae Iunco is an incredible woman! She is the owner of Emerald at Queensride and an all-around savvy business leader in 
our community and a beloved mother and grandmother. She is adored by her large, extended family and is a beacon of 
light to the brides, grooms, and their guests that she works so diligently to ensure that their weddings our impeccable and the 
night of their dreams at her gorgeous venue. Emerald at Queensride is both branded and known for their over the top and 
lavish weddings, but the space is also available for a plethora of other locally hosted events including extravagant Birthday 
Parties, Corporate Events, Luncheons, Dinner Parties, Expos and much more. The upstairs bridal and groom suite is an abso-
lute bonus, as it provides a lovely space for guests to get ready for their big day and it gives the feel as though you are in a 
lavish hotel. The parking at Emerald at Queensridge is an added bonus and they have ample room for all your guests along 
with a pull up round about driveway in the front where hosts can also have valet if they wish for their event. The food is top 
quality, the menus are very well planned with plenty of delicious options for you and your guests and the Chef is very warm 
and friendly. Their wait staff is also extremely accommodating and if you host an event here when the weather is nice, you 
will not want to miss the beautiful outdoor courtyard!

Renae is well respected in the wedding industry and in general around town. I’ve personally had the pleasure of some deep-
ly intellectual and stimulating conversations with Renae and it’s safe to say, she’s not just a pretty face! Her and her staff 
provide incredible top-notch service to their guests. Her son Shane is a pleasant face that you will often times find serving 
guests behind the bar inside of Emerald at Queensridge and it’s no doubt that he is there to help Renae with some of the 
heavy lifting as well as some of the other various daily operations. 

If you go into Emerald at Queensride to sit down with one of their event planners, you will immediately be greeted with a 
warm, family-style and friendly demeanor. It’s highly likely that you may even be graced with the presense of one of Renae’s 
young grandchildren as their environment is very family oriented and family friendly.

If you are looking to book a gorgeous venue right in the heart of the Northwest and Summerlin, look no further than Emerald 
at Queensridge.

891 S. Rampart Blvd. Las Vegas, NV 89145 US

702.242.5700
emeraldatqueensridge.com
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Steve Hawks
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Tanya Smith
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Thomas Love
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Zach Walkerlieb
Zar Zanganeh
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On Veterans Day we hosted our 2022 Meet & Greet the Most 
Magnificent Men nominees and hosted an amazing party to 
benefit Concerned Veterans for America. A special thank 
you to our gracious host and owner of the private estate, 
Maria Miuccio, Chef Maurice of Diamond Events Productions, 
Chef Vic Vegas as our local celebrity guest EMCEE for the 
evening, DJ Sheepxwolf of Las Vegas Mobile DJ’s, Tyra Bell 
Holland of Ava Rose Agency, Dueling Axes for sponsoring 
the date night experience, Mike Rantissi of Mimosa Royale, 
Michael W. Rogers Photography for all the amazing photos 
you captured of the event, Chicago Brewing Company for 
the keg of their famous All Nighter Golden Ale, and lastly to all 
the incredible male auctionees who agreed to participate in 
the event to help raise money for a great cause!





We hosted our Greatest Medical Minds party at Smith 
Plastic Surgery Center last September, and everyone 
had a great time! We had a silent auction with 
proceeds to benefit the Southern Nevada Senior Law 
Program, complimentary appetizers compliments of 
Chef Maurice of Diamond Events and Productions, 
a hosted bar, great photos from the one and only 
Michael W. Rogers Photography and once again, our 
favorite DJ Sheepxwolf of Las Vegas Mobile DJ’s. The 
night ended with some dancing and a special thank 
you to Mario Moya of Smith Plastic Surgery Center for 
all your help in making sure this evening was flawless!
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